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Abstract
Replication is used by databases to implement reliability and provide scalability. However, achieving transparent replication is not an easy task. A replicated database is transparent if it can seamlessly replace a standard standalone database without requiring any changes to the components of the system.
Database replication transparency can be achieved if: (a) replication protocols
remain hidden for all other components of the system; and (b) the functionality
of a stand-alone database is provided.
The ability to simultaneously execute transactions under different isolation levels is a functionality offered by all stand-alone databases but not by their replicated counterparts. Allowing different isolation levels may improve overall system performance. For example, the TPC-C benchmark specification tolerates
execution of some transactions at weaker isolation levels in order to increase
throughput of committed transactions. In this thesis, we show how replication
protocols can be extended to enable transactions to be executed under different
isolation levels.

1

Resumen
La replicación de bases de datos aporta fiabilidad y escalabilidad aunque hacerlo
de forma transparente no es una tarea sencilla. Una base de datos replicada es
transparente si puede reemplazar a una base de datos centralizada tradicional sin
que sea necesario adaptar el resto de componentes del sistema. La transparencia
en bases de datos replicadas puede obtenerse siempre que (a) la gestión de la
replicación quede totalmente oculta a dichos componentes y (b) se ofrezca la
misma funcionalidad que en una base de datos tradicional.
Para mejorar el rendimiento general del sistema, los gestores de bases de datos
centralizadas actuales permiten ejecutar de forma concurrente transacciones
bajo distintos niveles de aislamiento. Por ejemplo, la especificación del benchmark TPC-C permite la ejecución de algunas transacciones con niveles de aislamiento débiles. No obstante, este soporte todavı́a no está disponible en los
protocolos de replicación. En esta tesis mostramos cómo estos protocolos pueden
ser extendidos para permitir la ejecución de transacciones con distintos niveles
de aislamiento.

3

Resum
La replicació de bases de dades aporta fiabilitat i escalabilitat tot i que fer-ho
de forma transparent no és senzill. Una base de dades replicada és transparent en la mesura en la que es puga substituir per una base de dades centralitzada tradicional sense requerir adaptar la resta de components del sistema.
La transparència en bases de dades replicades es pot obtindre si (a) la gestió de
la replicació queda totalment oculta a la resta de components i (b) s’ofereix la
mateixa funcionalitat que en una base de dades tradicional.
Per a millorar el rendiment general del sistema, els gestors de bases de dades centralitzades existents permeten executar de forma concurrent transaccions baix
distints nivells d’aı̈llament. Per exemple, l’especificació del benchmark TPC-C
permet l’execució d’algunes transaccions amb nivells d’aı̈llament dèbils. No obstant això, aquest suport encara no està disponible en els protocols de replicació
actuals. En aquesta tesi mostrem com aquests protocols poden ser ampliats per
a permetre l’execució de transaccions amb distints nivells d’aı̈llament.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
According to the Digital Universe Study published by EMC Corporation in 2011,
in 2010 the amount of information digitally generated exceeded the zettabyte,
increasing in a factor of 9 in only five years [30]. These data are accessed by people and applications to perform their daily tasks and must be always available to
their users. Replication has been traditionally used to provide availability and
improve performance in databases. In a replicated database, there are several
copies of the data spread over a set of nodes. However, replication complicates
data consistency and transactions isolation, two of the four ACID properties
assumed for database management systems. The necessary data propagation
and the coordination effort to ensure consistency and isolation limits the replication protocol scalability. In the last years, several non-relational alternatives,
known as NoSQL systems, appeared showing an excellent performance and scalability at the cost of weakening isolation and consistency [55]. They have been
widely used by many internet applications, usually characterized by performing
a huge amount of reads when compared with writes. That is the case of search
engines. However, those solutions cannot be used by applications with a high
portion of writes, depending on relational databases or with strong consistency
and isolation requirements for some of their operations.
In this thesis we address the replication of databases efficiently and transparently to applications built to access relational databases. Our proposal is based
on adjusting isolation guarantees to transaction requirements. Applications indicate those requirements by using SQL or any of the standard interfaces like
Java database connectivity (JDBC) or Open database connectivity (ODBC), as
they do when accessing centralised and relational Database Management Systems (DBMS) like Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL, SqlServer, etc. That improves
performance and scalability since provides strong isolation guarantees only when
it is strictly necessary. We also provide the theoretical background to ensure the
correctness of our proposals, that is, that all our replication mechanisms manage isolation like existing centralised DBMSs. That will make them adequate
13
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to replicate existing centralized databases transparently to applications, users
and other system components.
Existing works on relational database replication are mostly oriented to mechanisms with strong isolation guarantees. Few works have proposed replication
protocols supporting weak and strong isolation guarantees at the same time.
None of them have developed the necessary theoretical background to prove the
correctness of their proposals. We not only modify the main replication schemes
to provide this support but also include this background to prove the correctness
of our proposals. These correctness criteria do not depend on specific techniques
and can be applied to existing and future replication protocols.

1.1

Database replication

A database is composed by a set of data items. In a replicated database there
are multiple copies of every item. If one of the copies fails the others are still
available to users and applications. Every working copy can serve different users
concurrently, improving the system performance. To support more accesses
replicated systems add more replicas. A transaction is a sequence of read and
write operations executed atomically, i.e., all or none are executed. Atomicity
is the first of the four ACID properties that must be guaranteed for every
transaction being executed in a relational database. Consistency and Isolation
are the following two and are explained later. Durability is the last one and
indicates that the effects of successful transaction writes must be persisted and
cannot be undone even if the system fails.

1.1.1

Consistency

In databases theory, the consistency property states that a transaction must
always produce a correct state in the sense of not violating any integrity constraint. Otherwise, the entire transaction effects must be rolled back.
In replicated databases, when a given item copy is modified the update must be
eventually propagated to its other replicas. In this context, consistency refers
to the guarantees offered by this propagation and not to the ACID semantic
consistency. The consistency model provided by a given system is a contract
between the system and the applications and states the rules to be followed when
updates are propagated and applied. In a strong consistency model the entire
system must behave like a centralised database [17]. Thus, once a transaction
finishes, all its updates are automatically available to any following transaction.
In this thesis the word consistency always refers to replica consistency and not
to the ACID semantic consistency.
Replica consistency is achieved by propagating item updates to all replicas and
applying them in a given order. Transaction updates can be spread one by
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one or in a single bunch (we will see later that this bunch is known as the
transaction write-set), usually propagated once the transaction is going to finish.
The guarantees offered by this propagation determine the consistency model of
a replicated database. For example, in a strong consistency model, a transaction
cannot read an item copy if a finished transaction has modified the same item but
its updates have not been applied in this copy yet. Weaker consistency models
increase concurrency since they allow different degrees of stale data reads, i.e.,
they allow to read data even if it has been modified by finished transactions at
other nodes.

1.1.2

Isolation

In a database, transactions should ideally be executed in isolation without interfering with each other. However, in practice DBMSs allow some interference
in order to increase concurrency and so, improve system response time and
throughput. Unfortunately, concurrent execution of transactions may generate anomalies (or phenomena) that must be resolved at the application tier.
For example, transaction T1 reads x data item while T2 , another concurrent
transaction, is updating the same data item. Such a situation is defined as nonrepeatable or fuzzy read phenomenon in [6]. If transaction T1 reads data item
x again, it may read a different value. Isolation levels are characterized by the
anomalies that are forbidden in the execution of transactions [6].
The strongest isolation level is a serial execution of transactions (i.e., transactions cannot be executed concurrently). Due to performance issues, serialisability is usually the strongest isolation level provided by a relational DBMS.
Serialisability allows concurrency as long as the final result can be considered
equivalent to a serial execution. Not all transactions require such strong guarantees. Therefore, relational DBMSs also support weaker isolation levels. Many
DBMSs (e.g., PostgreSQL [48], Oracle [45], and Microsoft SQL Server [42])
use by default the read committed [6] (RC) isolation level. This level is much
weaker than the serialisable level since it allows non-repeatable reads and phantom reads [6] (a transaction may obtain different results if it executes the same
read operation twice). These DBMSs delegate strong isolation levels for sensitive transactions with strong isolation restrictions. For example, a transaction
T1 that withdraws cash from a bank account requires stronger isolation than a
transaction T2 that only retrieves a list of account balances. Notice that transaction T1 probably first reads the balance to check if there is enough money
to withdraw. Meanwhile if another transaction T3 modifies the same account
balance, the application may take incorrect decisions since the account balance
changed when T1 updated the account. However, this anomaly would never be
produced by T2 . Therefore, transaction T2 may be executed under a weaker
isolation level.
Although multiple relational DBMSs agree on using RC by default they do not
agree on how the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) serialisable

16
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[27] isolation level should be implemented. Several DBMSs provide a slightly
weaker isolation level known as snapshot isolation (SI) [6] that is faster but may
produce non-serialisable executions. Some relational DBMSs, such as Microsoft
SQL Server [42], allow applications to decide if they want to use serialisable or
SI. It is uncommon for applications to mix serialisable and SI transactions; yet
this may happen when multiple applications accessing the same database select
different isolation levels for transactions with strong isolation requirements. As
a result, these DBMSs may face situations in which serialisable, SI and RC
transactions need to be executed concurrently.
In a replicated database, some sort of coordination is necessary when concurrent transactions operate over different copies of the same items. A replication
protocol correctly manages isolation if the result of executing a set of transactions is equivalent to a serialisable execution of the same set in a centralised
DBMS. That is known as one-copy serialisability or 1SR [14]. Surprisingly, only
few works studied what happens when weak isolation is used for some transactions and none of them has proposed the necessary theoretical background to
prove the correctness in that case. The implementation of this feature in existing
replication protocols not only will improve their performance and scalability but
also their ability to integrate with applications developed to access relational
databases. They can also be used to improve the performance of replication
protocols based on group communication systems.

1.1.3

Scalability of replication protocols

Consistency and isolation require data propagation and replica coordination.
This process limits the system scalability because it usually involves all replicas
in the system and cannot be mitigated just adding more replicas. Notice that,
regardless of the number of nodes, all of them must apply the updates and check
the isolation guarantees for each transaction. In the 90s, group communication
systems were introduced. They provide a set of primitives to propagate messages
to groups of nodes and with a given guarantee. For example, a reliable atomic
broadcast [18] ensures that all live replicas deliver a given message and that
any two messages are delivered in the same order in any two replicas. Replication protocols using group communication protocols improve performance and
scalability but, in practice, they are still limited to small clusters.
In the last years, several non-relational alternatives have appeared showing
great performance and scalability, specially when most transactions perform
only reads, by weakening ACID Isolation and Consistency properties. However,
some applications still require strong guarantees for some of their operations.
Some others have been developed to access relational databases using standard
interfaces and do not integrate well with non-relational and non-standard systems. The main goal of this thesis is to provide correct mechanisms to improve
performance and flexibility of replication protocols. Our mechanisms can be
used to replicate existing relational databases transparently to applications and
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users.

1.2

Replication transparency

Replication transparency states that although the same data item may be replicated at several nodes of the network, the programmer may treat the item as if
it were stored as a single item at a single node [56]. Thus, the replication of a
database is transparent if it can be implemented and deployed in existing systems without requiring changes to system components or external applications.
Existing replication protocols hide replication management by implementing a
standard database access interface such as JDBC. Unfortunately, these solutions
do not really implement all the functionality available in stand-alone databases.
A typical database management system (DBMS) simultaneously executes transactions under different isolation levels, but most replication protocols support
a single level, which is usually either serialisable [14] or snapshot isolation [6].
The authors of [16] identified this problem as one of the challenges in database
replication. Both TPC-C and TPC-W benchmarks also demonstrate that typical applications need to execute transactions at different isolation levels, mainly
for performance reasons.

1.3

Benefits of supporting multiple isolation levels

Weak isolation levels may provide performance and economical benefits.

1.3.1

Performance benefits

Weak isolation levels reduce the complexity of concurrency control management and so may improve the performance of DBMSs. Note that these levels can allow higher degrees of concurrency than the strictest isolation levels
[12, 33, 38, 4, 31]. Performance improvements are especially appealing for
ROWAA (read-one, write-all-available) [14] replication protocols since in these
protocols isolation management usually involves all database replicas. In several
ROWAA replication solutions, transactions are executed optimistically at a single replica (local replica); and updates are propagated to all replicas before the
transaction finishes. Once updates are delivered, a validation step is executed to
guarantee that no forbidden phenomena occur due to conflicts with transactions
executed in other replicas. The stronger the isolation level, the larger the set
of phenomena that must be checked. Therefore, the complexity of the validation step depends on the isolation level. Furthermore, the stronger the isolation
level of a transaction, the greater is the probability that the transaction will

18
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abort. For example, as we explain later in Chapter 8, serialisable transactions
require either the inclusion of the accessed values when updates are broadcast;
or the propagation of the local replica validation result. However, this step is
unnecessary when weak isolation levels are used. Under high workloads replicas spend resources validating transactions that cannot be mitigated by adding
more replicas, since all replicas have to perform the same validation step. If
many transactions can be executed under weaker isolation levels such as RC,
then network and CPU loads, as well as transaction abort rates, can be reduced
significantly. For instance, the performance results presented in [53] show that
with the SIRC replication protocol and for a given type of update transactions,
only 60% of the completion time needed with SI was required when RC isolation
was used. Additionally, the abortion rate with RC isolation was 26 times lower
than with SI.
In other ROWAA protocols (for example, primary copy replication protocols)
all transactions are validated by the same replica (usually known as the primary
replica or the central validator). In these cases, the validation gains obtained
by weak isolation levels are negligible since no data propagation is demanded
to complete the validation step. Note, however, that in a system based on a
central validator the performance may degrade under medium and high workloads because the central validator does most of the work and so easily becomes
a bottleneck [60]. It also might become a single point of failure. As a result,
there is no optimal deployment for the validation tasks, and relaxed isolation
levels can always increase concurrency.

1.3.2

Economical benefits

Recently, public clouds have emerged as software as a service (SaaS) hosting
platforms based on a pay-as-you-go business model. In those systems, resources
are assigned dynamically depending on the application load and the more resources consumed the more have to be paid to the cloud provider. Adjusted
consumption may make the difference between a profitable and a non profitable
system. In data intensive systems, a wise use of isolation and consistency may
reduce memory, CPU and network consumption and, at the end, save money
[36].

1.4

Objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to support multiple isolation levels in database
replication protocols as a way to improve performance and transparency at the
same time. This allows to correctly fit the isolation guarantees to every transaction isolation needs in existing replication protocols as centralised concurrency
control mechanisms do. We not only provide the necessary theoretical background but also modify the main replication schemes to include this feature.

1.5. CONTRIBUTIONS
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We also modify some well known replication protocols with this support.

1.5

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the following:
• Snapshot Isolation level alternative definition: this work extends
Mixed Serialisation Graphs or MSG, Adya’s way to represent dependencies among transactions in executions involving several isolation levels at
the same time. The main weaknesses of MSG are the lack of support of
Snapshot Isolation level and its stand-alone systems orientation. Snapshot Isolation is not supported because its definition is not based on the
same abstraction than the rest of the main isolation levels. Our Snapshot Isolation definition separates the isolation requirements (to execute
a transaction over a committed state of the database) from some consistency issues (the freshness of the snapshot observed by the transaction)
and it can be easily integrated in Adya’s theory.
• The theoretical background to support multiple isolation levels
correctly and transparently. It can be used to prove the correctness
of replication protocols when they support several isolation levels. Notice
that correctness in this context means to behave like existing standalone
DBMS.
• The upgrade of the principal database replication schemes to
support multiple isolation levels. A lot of replication protocols have
been proposed in literature. Several works have categorized them in a
few replication schemes which represent the main techniques to replicate
databases. We modify such mechanisms and prove their correctness. In
most cases, only a few changes are necessary to correctly support the
main isolation levels. The result can be used as a guide to provide this
feature in existing replication protocols. This will allow to adjust isolation
guarantees to transaction isolation requirements, improving performance
and scalability without affecting existing applications. Those mechanisms
have been widely used in relational centralised systems but have not been
successfully exported yet to database replication.
• Included support of multiple isolation levels in some well known
replication protocols by using the modified schemes.

1.6

Roadmap

Chapter 2 summarizes previous contributions related to this thesis. In Chapter
3 we provide a basis for this work by introducing the assumed system model.
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Chapter 4 discusses the existing definitions and why they cannot be used in
our case. Chapter 5 introduces our alternative definition of snapshot isolation.
Chapter 6 updates Adya’s Mixed Serialisation Graphs to contemplate transactions requesting Snapshot Isolation. Chapter 7 identifies the conditions a
replication protocol must satisfy to behave like a stand-alone DBMS. Chapter
8 shows a general scheme to upgrade existing replication protocols to simultaneously support multiple isolation levels. Chapter 8.2 shows how the suggested
scheme can be applied to some existing ROWAA update-everywhere replication protocols; and example protocols are presented in Chapter 9. Chapter 10
concludes the work. Some lemmas, theorems and proofs are detailed at the
Appendices.

Chapter 2

Related work
The results presented here summarize and extend our previous works in [11],
[53], [7], [10] and [9]. The problem is identified in [11], later pointed in [16] as
one of the existing challenges in database replication. In [11] we also explain
how existing replication protocols may be extended to include multiple isolation
levels support. It also informally suggests how concrete PL-1, PL-2, PL-2.99
and PL-3 levels [2] can be supported and presents an example protocol. Another
protocol is presented in [53], which also includes some empirical results over our
distributed middleware MADIS [28, 43]. This paper concludes that supporting
weaker isolation levels may reduce the abort rate without impacting the response
time. Early results were also presented in [7], which defines the main goals and
introduces correctness, equivalence and replication schemes modification as the
main challenges of this research. Our work [8] introduces for the first time the
idea of extending Mixed Serialisation Graphs [2] as a way to prove replication
protocol correctness, even in the presence of several isolation levels. This idea is
later extended and formalised in [9] and applied to certification-based replication
scheme [60] and an example protocol. This formalisation is completely redefined
in this thesis by using the new Snapshot Isolation level definition we present in
[9], also revisited in this thesis, which extends the time-precedes order definition
used by Adya in [1]. The final conclusions are implemented to all the eager
replication schemes identified in [60] and to some existing replication protocols.
One of the main goals of this work is to specify the correctness criteria needed
to decide whether a replication protocol is correct when it supports multiple
isolation levels. Traditionally, serialisability theory has been used as a correctness criterion for centralised systems [14]. The execution of a set of transactions
is considered correct if the result is equivalent to one possible serial execution
of the same set of transactions. If the same set is executed in a replicated system, it is considered correct if it is equivalent to one possible execution of the
same set of transactions in a serialisable centralised DBMS. This criterion was
introduced by Bernstein et al. [14] as one-copy serialisability or 1SR. However,
21
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serialisability can be expensive and existing DBMSs improve performance by
allowing transactions to be executed with weaker isolation guarantees. Most
DBMSs support the set of isolation levels defined by ANSI [27]. Unfortunately,
ANSI definitions have proven to be ambiguous and incomplete [6] and some systems that apparently provided serialisability were actually providing a slightly
weaker isolation level defined as snapshot isolation (SI) by Berenson et al. [6].
SI is supported today by many relational DBMSs (Oracle, PostgreSQL, MS SQL
Server, etc.) and is widely used by applications. Some works extended Bernstein
equivalence theory to one-copy-SI [38, 40] to define under which circumstances
a replicated system behaves as a centralised DBMS providing SI.
However, sometimes even SI is too expensive and regular applications use weaker
isolation levels for some transactions [57]. This may be reasonable in some cases.
Note that some isolation guarantees may be ensured at the application tier. In
other cases, the appearance of some phenomena (such as the reading of stale
data) in the execution of some transactions is considered a minor problem and
can be accepted if there are some performance improvements (e.g., a higher
degree of concurrency that enables a faster transaction completion time). Unfortunately, as far as we know, existing one-copy equivalence definitions are not
general enough and cannot be used when multiple isolation levels are supported
concurrently in a replicated system. This thesis tries to fill this void.
A.J. Bernstein et al. [12] also highlighted the importance of using weak isolation
levels to improve the overall system performance. They focus on when the
execution of a transaction or a set of transactions is semantically correct. The
execution of a set of transactions is semantically correct if none of the database
and applications semantic restrictions are violated and the final result reflects
the cumulative expected results of all transactions in some serial order. Since
the semantic restrictions and the expected results may not be as restrictive as
serialisation, semantic correctness is weaker than serialisable. A.J. Bernstein et
al. also describe whether a transaction can be executed at a given isolation level
without violating any semantic restrictions but they do not explain when the
selected isolation level has been successfully ensured and that is the main goal
of our work.
Some of our previous works [11, 53] present specific protocols that support
several isolation levels simultaneously ([53] includes some empirical results).
However, these papers do not present a general solution, nor do they formally
demonstrate the correctness of their proposals.
Previous works also pointed out the importance of using weak isolation levels
to improve performance and concurrency in replicated databases but they only
suggest one separated protocol per isolation level instead of a single one supporting all levels [33]. In [49, 52], the authors present a meta-protocol that can
execute several replication protocols at the same time. Before the execution of
a transaction, one of the supported replication protocols is selected based on
the transaction requirements. This approach is more modular and general than
[11, 53] since isolation is only one possible criterion to match a protocol to a
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given transaction. However, sometimes modifying an existing and implemented
protocol is a more straightforward solution than deploying a meta-protocol and
developing at least one protocol per supported isolation level. Furthermore, the
work in [49, 52] does not prove the correctness of the protocols, since it only discusses the architecture and performance of the meta-protocol. The specifications
presented here can be applied to prove the correctness of a given combination
of protocols managed by the meta-protocol.
In [31, 4] the authors present two replication protocols supporting serialisable,
snapshot isolation (SI) and generalised SI (GSI) [19], a variation of SI more suitable to distributed databases (in GSI, each transaction may start immediately in
its local replica by reading from its currently available database snapshot, whilst
a strict interpretation of SI semantics requires the latest system-wide database
snapshot to be obtained and this might demand an additional synchronisation
step at each transaction start). Our work can be used to prove the correctness
of these protocols and all their variations.
The correctness theory presented here to prove the correctness of replication
protocols mixes serialisation graphs and one-copy-equivalence concepts introduced by Bernstein et al. [14] with the mixing theorem introduced by Adya [1]
for centralised systems.
Serialisation graphs represent dependencies among transactions during an execution in a DBMS. Since Bernstein’s work focuses on the serialisable isolation
level, we use Adya’s mixed serialisation graphs (MSG) and mixing-correct definition [1] to support other isolation levels as well. With Adya’s MSG a conflict is
represented as an edge if it matters to the involved transactions isolation levels.
An execution preserves all transactions isolation needs if the associated MSG
does not show any cycle. Unfortunately, Adya’s mixing theory does not include
the SI level and, most importantly, his specifications are not directly applicable
to replicated systems, as illustrated by Lin et al.’s [40] extensions. In Chapter
6 we extend MSG and mixing-correct definitions to examine the SI level. In
Chapter 7.1 we make a further extension to support replicated systems.
One-copy-equivalence is needed to decide, from the user point of view, whether
the execution of a set of transactions in a replicated system can be considered
equivalent to an execution of the same set in a correct stand-alone system. We
use our serialisation graph extensions to make that comparison. Some other
works use similar concepts and methodologies but none support multiple isolation levels. For example, Lin et al.’s 1-copy-SI [40] focuses on SI replication
protocols. Our paper extends this approach since our correctness criteria can be
applied to any replication protocol supporting one, all, or a subset of the main
isolation levels.
The protocol SER CBR used in Chapter 9 is a serialisable version of existing SI
CBR [50] that supports snapshot isolation. Both can be considered variations
or interpretations of well known serialisable and snapshot isolation protocols
[32, 19, 38, 17]. MUL CBR combines SER CBR and SI CBR to support the
four main isolation levels considered in this work (see Chapter 4).
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Finally, this work uses the Adya isolation level definitions [1] with minor changes
that are explained later in Chapter 4.

Part II

Theoretical conditions
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Chapter 3

Background
This chapter introduces the main models, assumptions and concepts further
used in the following chapters. First we introduce the general model and the
communication model assumed. Next, we focus on database and transactions
models and definitions, including histories as a way to represent transactions
execution in a system. We also discuss about the concept of concurrency and
logical time in a distributed system. Finally, we also introduce some basic graphs
theory later referenced in this thesis.

3.1

General model

We assume an asynchronous system composed of a set of nodes N . A system is
asynchronous if bounds are not assumed in communication delays and in nodes
local clock drifts [26]. Each node in N has a complete copy of the database
managed by a typical stand-alone DBMS locally supporting several isolation
levels. Thus, this work focuses on full replication but the main results can be
easily applied to partially replicated and distributed databases. Replication is
implemented by a middleware [13] deployed on top of the DBMS.
Transactions are issued by clients. A transaction can be initially submitted to
any node in the system and which then becomes its local node.
Nodes may fail by crashing. However, note that node failures and their recoveries
are not the focus of this paper. Database replication protocols should deal with
failures, and many papers have provided solutions to this problem, including
[29, 34]. The recovery subprotocols that are needed to manage this problem
do not have any effect on our specifications nor on the architectural protocol
details needed for adequately managing multiple isolation levels. Therefore, no
further discussion on failures is given.
27
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3.2

Communication model

Communication takes place by exchanging messages. The middleware has access
to a group communication system with an atomic broadcast primitive [26]. An
atomic broadcast is a reliable broadcast with a total order property. Every
message m propagated includes its sender sender(m) and a sequence number
seq(m). A reliable broadcast is characterized by two primitives, broadcast(m)
and deliver(m), and the following properties:
• Validity: if a correct node broadcasts a message m, then all correct nodes
eventually deliver m.
• Agreement: if a correct node delivers a message m, then all correct
processes eventually deliver m.
• Integrity: for any message m, every correct node delivers m at most
once, and only if m was previously broadcast by sender(m).
The Total order property is defined as follows: if correct processes Na and Nb
both deliver messages m and m’, then Na delivers m before m’ if and only if
Nb delivers m before m’.

3.3

Databases and transactions

A database is a set of items that can be read and written. Updates, inserts and
deletes are all treated as writes. Clients (usually applications) read and write
database items through transactions. A transaction is a sequence of read and
write operations plus an initial start operation and a final commit or abort operation. Operations in a transaction are executed atomically. If the transaction
is committed all its writes are persisted in the database. If it is aborted all
writes are rolled back.
Operation wi (xi ) represents transaction Ti ’s write on item x, being xi the value
written. Operation ri (xj ) represents Ti ’s read of the value xj written by transaction Tj . We represent the set of items read and written by Ti as RSi and
W Si , respectively. We call a transaction read-only if it does not contain any
write operations (W Si = ∅), and update otherwise. A transaction is initiated
with a start operation si and terminates with a commit operation ci or an abort
operation ai . Note that ci and ai are mutually exclusive, i.e., transactions either
commit or abort. If a transaction performs several writes on item x, wi (xi.n )
represents the n-th write on item x performed by Ti . If no suffix is present,
xi represents the last value established by Ti . Operation ri (xj.n ) indicates a
Ti ’s read of the n-th Tj ’s write on x and ri (xj ) Ti ’s read of Tj ’s last write on
x. Finally, x0 is the initial value of an item x and oi represents any operation
performed by Ti . Hereafter, we present a formal definition of a transaction:
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Definition 1 (Transaction). Once completely executed, a transaction Ti is a
totally ordered set of operations with a binary relation < where:
• Ti ⊆ {ri (xj ), wi (xi )|x is a data item} ∪ {si , ai , ci }.
• s i ∈ Ti .
• ci ∈ Ti iff ai 6∈ Ti 1
• For any Ti ’s operation oi , if oi 6= si then si < oi .
• If ci ∈ Ti then, for any operation oi 6= ci , oi < ci .
• If ai ∈ Ti then, for any operation oi 6= ai , oi < ai .
• For any two Ti ’s operations o1 and o2 , o1 < o2 or o2 < o1 .
If it is necessary to explicitly refer to a replicated system, a copy of data item
x at node Na is represented by xa ; while Tia denotes the subset of transaction
Ti operations executed at Na . The notation of read, write, commit, and abort
operations is also extended in the same way. For example, ria (xj ) represents
transaction Ti ’s read operation executed at node Na over the last update on x
performed by transaction Tj on node Na .

3.4

Execution of transactions

When a set of transactions is executed in the system, the operation execution
order is determined by a system scheduler. A history represents how transactions have been ordered during the execution. Given two operations o1 and o2 ,
o1 <H o2 in a history H if they have been executed in that order and either
belong to the same transaction or are conflictive. Operations o1 and o2 conflict
if they operate over the same item and at least one of them is a write. Thus,
two read operations of distinct transactions never conflict and are not directly
ordered in H. Formally:
Definition 2 (History). Given a set of transactions T = {T1 , ..., Tn }, a history
H is a partially ordered set of the operations in T ’s transactions with a binary
relation <H where:
• For any transaction Ti ∈ T and any operation oi ∈ Ti , oi ∈ H.
• For any transaction Ti ∈ T and any two operations o1 , o2 ∈ Ti , if o1 <
o2 ∈ Ti then o1 <H o2 ∈ H.
1 Commit or abort operations would not appear when transactions still in execution are
represented but, in this work, only completed transactions are considered.
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• If ri (xj ) ∈ H then wj (xj ) ∈ H, wj (xj ) <H ri (xj ) ∈ H and 6 ∃wk (xk ) such
that wj (xj ) <H wk (xk ) <H ri (xj ).
• For any two conflicting operations o1 , o2 ∈ H, o1 <H o2 ∈ H or o2 <H
o1 ∈ H.

For the sake of simplicity and readability we use < instead of <H except in
cases of ambiguity. Hence, oi < oj ∈ H is equivalent to oi <H oj ∈ H.
The committed projection of a history H is the portion of H including only the
operations of committed transactions [14]. More formally:
Definition 3 (Committed Projection). Given a history H over the operations
of a transaction set T and Tc ⊆ T the subset of committed transactions, the
committed projection of H or C(H) is a history such that:
• For any transaction Ti and any operation oi ∈ Ti , oi ∈ C(H) iff oi ∈ H
and Ti ∈ Tc
• For any transactions Ti , Tj ∈ T and any two operations oi ∈ Ti and
oj ∈ Tj , oi <H oj ∈ C(H) iff oi , oj ∈ C(H) and oi <H oj ∈ H.
In replicated systems, a transaction execution history over the replicated nodes
is composed of all the local executions. Given a set of transactions T , T a is
the subset of T executed in node Na . Thus, if Ti ∈ T , Tia ∈ T a . Hence, the
replicated history is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Replicated history). Given a set of transactions T = {T1 , ..., Tn }
and a set of nodes N = {N1 , ..., Nn }, a replicated history Hr is the partially
ordered set composed by all the operations of T ’s transactions executed in every
one of the nodes in N with a binary relation <r where:
• For every Ti ∈ T and every operation oi ∈ Ti , exists Na ∈ N such that
Tia ∈ T a and oai ∈ Tia (oi is executed at least in one node).
• For every two conflicting operations oi , oj , exists Na ∈ N such that Tia , Tja ∈
T a , oai ∈ Tia and oaj ∈ Tja (at least one node detects a conflict).
• For every Tia ∈ T a and every operation oak ∈ Tia : oak ∈ Hr .
• For every Tia ∈ T and every two operations oa1 , oa2 ∈ Tia : if oa1 < oa2 ∈ Tia ,
then oa1 <r oa2 ∈ Hr .
• If ria (xj ) ∈ Hr then wja (xj ) ∈ Hr , wja (xj ) <r ria (xj ) ∈ Hr and 6 ∃wka (xk )
such that wja (xj ) <r wka (xk ) <r ria (xj ).
• For any two conflicting operations oai (x), oaj (x) ∈ Hr executed in node Na :
oai (x) <r oaj (x) ∈ Hr ∨ oaj (x) <r oai (x) ∈ Hr .
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For the sake of readability we use oai < oaj ∈ Hr instead of oai <r oaj ∈ Hr .
We use oi ∈ Hr to indicate that at least one node has executed operation oi .
oi < oj ∈ Hr states that the operations are executed in that order in at least
one node and there is no other node where operations execute in different order
(i.e., ∃Na ∈ N such that oai < oaj ∈ Hr and ∄Nb ∈ N such that obj < obi ∈ Hr ).
Ti < Tj ∈ Hr indicates that oi < oj ∈ Hr for any two conflicting operations
oi ∈ Ti and oj ∈ Tj . Finally, Hra is the subset of Hr including only the operations
executed at node Na and the orderings among those operations.
As with normal histories, the committed projection of a replicated history Hr or
C(Hr ) is the part of Hr including only the operations of committed transactions.
Although the core of this work does not depend on specific technologies, most
of the replicated schemes modified in Chapter 8.2 and the examples shown later
in Chapter 9 use ROWAA update everywhere replication solutions. In those
protocols, the read operations of a transaction only execute at the local node
and write operations must be applied in all the database replicas. More formally:
Definition 5 (ROWA transaction). Given a transaction Ti and a node Na , Tia
is a ROWA transaction if:
• Tia is a subset of Ti .
• If Tia 6= ∅ and ci ∈ Ti , then cai ∈ Tia .
• If Tia 6= ∅ and ai ∈ Ti , then aai ∈ Tia .
• If ri (x) ∈ Ti , then ria (x) ∈ Tia iff Ti is local to Na .
• If o1 < o2 ∈ Ti , and oa1 , oa2 ∈ Tia , then oa1 < oa2 ∈ Tia .
• If ci ∈ Ti , then ∀wi (x) ∈ Ti : wia (x) ∈ Tia .

3.5

Logical time

The scheduler assigns transaction start and end points. They represent when
transactions start and finish and determine which committed database state is
observed by every transaction when it is started. A committed state includes the
last committed values in the database at some moment in time. A time-precedes
order [1] is defined in the following way:
Definition 6 (Time-precedes order). Given a history H and E the subset of
H including only the start and commit operations of committed transactions, a
time-precedes order <t is a partial order on E such that:
a) For any transaction Ti committed in H, si <t ci .
b) Given Ti , Tj transactions committed in H, ci <t sj or sj <t ci .
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Two transactions Ti and Tj are concurrent in H if si <t cj and sj <t ci .
Definition 7 (Conflict-aware time-precedes order). Given a history H and E
the subset of H including only the start and commit operations of committed
transactions, a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c is a partial order on E
such that:
a) <c is a time-precedes order of E.
b) if wi (xi ) <H rj (xi ) ∈ H or wi (xi ) <H wj (xj ) ∈ H then ci <c sj .
c) if ri (xk ) <H wj (xj ) ∈ H then si <c cj .
In a replicated system, multiple nodes may be involved in a transaction Ti
execution. To decide which transactions are concurrent, nodes must agree on
how start and commit points are ordered. In these environments, the timeprecedes order can be generalised in the following way:
Definition 8 (Replicated time-precedes order). Given a replicated history Hr
representing the execution of a set of transactions T in a replicated system
with N nodes. Given E the subset of Hr including only the start and commit
operations of committed transactions, a replicated time-precedes order <tr is a
partial order on E such that:
a) For any node Na ∈ N , <tr is a time-precedes order of E a , where
E a is the subset of E containing only start and commit operations
executed in node Na .
b) For any transaction Ti ∈ T committed in Hr and any node Na ∈
N where Ti operations are executed, sai <tr cai in Hra . We represent
that as si <tr ci .
c) For any two transactions Ti , Tj ∈ T committed in Hr , if Nij ⊂ N
is the subset of nodes where both Ti and Tj are executed, ∀Na ∈ Nij
cai <tr saj or ∀Na ∈ Nij saj <tr cai . We represent that as ci <tr sj or
sj <tr ci .
Two transactions Ti and Tj are concurrent in Hr if si <tr cj and sj <tr ci .
Definition 9 (Replicated conflict-aware time-precedes order). Given a replicated history Hr and E the set of start and commit operations of transactions
committed in Hr , a replicated conflict-aware time-precedes order <cr is a partial
order on E such that:
a) <cr is a replicated time-precedes order.
b) if wi (xi ) <r rj (xi ) ∈ Hr or wi (xi ) <r wj (xj ) ∈ Hr then ci <cr sj .
c) if ri (xk ) <r wj (xj ) ∈ Hr then si <cr cj .
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Given a protocol P , two time-precedes orders are equivalent if they order start
and commits points in the same way for any possible execution of P .
In centralised systems, the time-preceding order usually relies on the system
local clock to timestamp transactions start point and commit. Thus, ci <t sj
if Ti committed before Tj started in the system. However, in a distributed
system nodes local clocks may drift in an unbounded amount of time. If two
transactions are executed at different nodes local clocks cannot be used to assign
timestamps. In those situations, another kind of logical time should be defined
to designate transactions starts and commits orderings.

3.6

Graphs Theory

From now on, we introduce some graph theory definitions later used in this
work, specially in chapters 4 to 7.
A graph G = (V, E) is a pair of sets such that V is the set of vertices and
E ⊆ {{u, v}|u, v ∈ V, u 6= v} the set of edges. A pair {u, v} is usually written
as uv.
G is a directed graph if the pairs in E are ordered such that uv 6= vu. Every
pair is composed by a source vertex and a target and is represent as u −→ v.
G is a labeled graph if a label is assigned to every vertex, edge or both.
A graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) is a subgraph of G if V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E.
A walk P in a graph G = (V, E) is a sequence v1 e1 v2 e2 ...en−1 vn of vertices and
edges such that VP = {v1 , ..., vn } ⊂ V , Ep = {e1 , ..., en−1 } ⊂ E and every edge
ei = vi vi+1 . v1 and vn are the P ’s end vertices. The rest are inner vertices.
Similarly, e1 and en−1 are P ’s end edges and the rest P ’s inner edges. Notice
that P = (Vp , Ep ) is a subgraph of G.
P is a directed walk if every edge ei = vi −→ vi+1 . In that case, v1 and vn are
the source and target vertices of P .
A walk P = (Vp , Ep ) is a path if u 6= v ∀u, v ∈ Vp . P is a directed path if it is a
path and a directed walk.
A directed walk P = (Vp = {v1 , ..., vk }, Ep ) of a graph G = (V, E) is a cycle if
u 6= v ∀u, v ∈ Vp except that v1 = vk . A cycle P is chord-free if ∀u, v ∈ Vp , if
u −→ v 6∈ Ep then u −→ v 6∈ E. The cycle of minimun length in G is necessarily
chord-free [21].
Given a walk P = (Vp , Ep ), l = |Vp | is the number of elements in Vp or the
length of P .
A walk P ′ = (Vp′ , Ep′ ) is a subwalk of a walk P = (Vp , Ep ) if P ′ is a subgraph
of P . The walk P ′ is a directed subwalk, a subpath or a directed subpath of P if
P is a directed walk, path or directed path.
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Two graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ) are equal if E1 = E2 and V1 = V2 .
If the graph is labeled then the labels must be equal too.
The graph G1 ∪ G2 = (V1 ∪ V2 , E1 ∪ E2 ). G1 ∩ G2 = (V1 ∩ V2 , E1 ∩ E2 ). Recall
that two labeled edges e1 and e2 are equal if they involve the same vertices and
show the same label. If e1 and e2 are directed, their source and target vertices
must be the same too.
Two edges e1 , e2 ∈ E are adjacent in graph G = (V, E) if a vertex v ∈ V is in
e1 and e2 . If e1 and e2 are directed, v must be e1 ’s target and e2 ’s source. We
also say that v is shared by e1 and e2.

Chapter 4

Stand-alone systems
Ensuring a strict isolation is costly and, depending on the concrete mechanism
being used, this implies many blocked transactions and/or many aborts. To
improve performance, relational DBMSs allow transactions to be executed with
weaker isolation levels at the cost of allowing certain types of interferences or
phenomena, which must be either managed by the application tier or accepted
by the user. An example is the phenomenon known as Write Skew [6]. Assume
a database with two items x and y and an integrity constraint requiring that
x + y > 0. If two transactions Ti and Tj concurrently read x = 50 and y = 50
and later Ti is allowed to write x = −10 and Tj y = 0, both will think that
the integrity constraint is preserved but it is actually violated in the final state.
If a transaction is executed with an isolation level which does not prevent this
phenomenon we must be sure that such scenario is managed by the application
logic avoiding that kind of concurrent transactions.
In this section we present the isolation level definitions used in the rest of this
work.

4.1

Concurrency control mechanisms

In stand-alone systems, isolation is managed by concurrency control protocols
that usually rely on locks, versions, or both to manage concurrency. With a lockbased concurrency control [6], transaction operations acquire locks to access data
items that block the operations of other transactions until the lock is released.
A blocked operation can execute once the lock is released. There are two kinds
of locks: read and write; and they can be used for different durations: long and
short. Read locks only block write operations while write locks block both reads
and writes since read locks can be shared but write locks are exclusive. Long
locks are released when the transaction finishes, short locks are released when
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the operation finishes. The isolation level provided depends on the locks used
during transactions execution.
Version-based concurrency control mechanisms store multiple versions per item
[14, 58]. A new version of a data item is created in every write operation, but
it becomes definitive (i.e., visible to new transactions) only when the transaction commits. In order to commit, a validation test must be applied to abort
transactions that violate isolation constraints. The isolation level is determined
by phenomena forbidden by this test.

4.2

Isolation levels

Several isolation level classifications have been proposed in the literature [27, 6,
1, 2]. The majority identify possible phenomena that may appear when transactions are executed concurrently and categorise isolation levels depending on the
forbidden phenomena. The ANSI/INCITS specification [27] is widely accepted
but, as Berenson et al. [6] showed up, it is ambiguous. Berenson et al. [6] refined ANSI definitions and extended the classification with new phenomena and
isolation level definitions. Actually, they suggested one of the first definitions
of Snapshot Isolation, supported at that moment by some DBMS as Serialisable due to a loose interpretation of ANSI phenomena. They proved that SI
allows some non-serialisable executions. Indeed, other papers [23] showed up
that there were other anomalies in SI histories. However, Berenson’s specification focuses on lock-based concurrency control, ignoring other mechanisms like
multi-versioning, widely used to provide Snapshot Isolation.
Due to that fact, Adya [1] presented an alternative specification that is independent of concrete concurrency control mechanisms. Adya used a variation
of Bernstein’s serialisation graphs to represent histories as graphs showing dependencies among transactions. Phenomena are defined as properties in those
graphs.

4.2.1

Direct serialisation graphs (DSG)

A history H’s direct serialisation graph or DSG(H) is a labeled directed graph
such that V is the set of committed transactions in H and E represents dependencies between transactions based on conflicts in H.
Definition 10 (DSG). Given a history H, DSG(H) = (V, E) is a labeled
directed graph containing one vertex per committed transaction in H and an
edge Ti −→ Tj if one of the following dependencies occurs1 :
wr
wr
• Tj directly read-depends on Ti , denoted as Ti −→
Tj , if rj (xi ) ∈ H. Ti −→
Tj is a read-dependency edge.

1 We

refer to the definitions given in [2] instead of those presented in [1].
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ww
• Tj directly write-depends on Ti , denoted as Ti −→
Tj , if wi (xi ) <H
wj (xj ) ∈ H and it does not exist any other operation wk (xk ) such that
ww
wi (xi ) <H wk (xk ) <H wj (xj ) ∈ H. Ti −→
Tj is a write-dependency edge.
rw
• Tj directly anti-depends on Ti , denoted as Ti −→
Tj , if ri (xm ) <H wj (xj ) ∈
H and it does not exist any other operation wk (xk ) such that ri (xm ) <H
rw
wk (xk ) <H wj (xj ) ∈ H. Ti −→
Tj is an anti-dependency edge.

Notice that DSG(H) = DSG(C(H)) since it only considers committed transactions.
We say that Tj directly depends or depends on Ti if Tj directly read- or writedepends on Ti . We also say that Tj anti-depends on Ti if it directly antidepends on Ti . Similarly, write-dependency edges and read-dependency edges
are dependency edges.
As an example of DSG, given the following history (this is the flatten representation of H1 but remember that a history is a partial order and not a total
order):
H1 = w0 (x0 )w0 (y0 )w0 (z0 )c0 ri (x0 )wi (xi )ri (y0 )ci wj (yj )wj (xj )cj
The associated DSG(H1 ) is depicted in Figure 4.1.
ww

T0

wr/ww

Ti

rw/ww

Tj

Figure 4.1: DSG of H1
Adya used DSG to define a set of possible isolation phenomena. The main ones
are the following:
• G0: Write Cycles: a history H exhibits phenomenon G0 if DSG(H)
contains a directed cycle composed only by write-dependency edges.
• G1a: Aborted Reads: a history H exhibits phenomenon G1a if it
contains an aborted transaction Ti and a committed transaction Tj such
that wi (xi.m ) <H rj (xi.m ) ∈ H.
• G1b: Intermediate Reads: a history H exhibits phenomenon G1b if a
transaction Ti reads in H a value written by Tj which is not the last write
of Tj over the item. Formally, wi (xi.m ) <H rj (xi.m ) <H wi (xi.n ) ∈ H and
cj ∈ H.
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• G1c: Circular Information Flow: a history H exhibits phenomenon
G1c if DSG(H) contains a directed cycle composed only by dependency
edges.
• G2: Anti-dependency Cycles: a history H exhibits phenomenon G2 if
DSG(H) contains a directed cycle containing at least one anti-dependency
edge.

Based on the previous phenomena, the following isolation levels are defined:
• PL-1: it forbids phenomenon G0 and provides a generalised specification
for Read Uncommitted.
• PL-2: it forbids phenomena G0, G1a, G1b and G1c and provides a generalised specification for Read Committed.
• PL-3: it forbids phenomena G0, G1a, G1b, G1c and G2 and provides a
generalised specification for Serialisable.
Instead of focusing on what should be observed in every transaction execution
to determine if its isolation requirements have been ensured, Adya’s definitions
indicate what should happen in an entire history to guarantee a given isolation
level to all committed transactions. Thus, if PL-1, PL-2 and PL-3 transactions
are executed, we do not know if isolation requirements have been ensured to
every transaction but which isolation level is ensured to the whole transaction
set execution represented by H. To fill that void, Adya suggested a variation of
serialisation graphs named Mixed Serialisation Graphs (MSG). Given a history
H and its DSG(H), M SG(H) has all DSG(H) nodes but only those edges representing obligatory dependencies for one of the involved transactions isolation
levels. The overall execution is correct if M SG(H) does not have cycles and
does not show G1a and G1b phenomena for PL-2 and PL-3 transactions. The
obligatory dependencies are the following:
• All direct write-dependencies.
• Direct read-dependencies ending in PL-2 and PL-3 transactions.
• Direct anti-dependencies starting from a PL-3 transaction.

4.3

Snapshot Isolation

Unfortunately, MSGs do not consider transactions requesting the SI level. The
reason is that the SI specification proposed by Adya, named PL-SI, is not based
on DSGs but on another variation named Start-dependency Serialisation Graphs
(SSGs). Given a history H and a time-precedes order <t , SSG(H, <t ) has all
DSG(H) nodes and edges plus start-dependency edges:
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s
s
• Tj start-depends on Ti , denoted as Ti −→
Tj , if ci <t sj . Ti −→
Tj is a
start-dependency edge.

SSGs consider new phenomena:
• G-SIa: Interference: a history H and a time-precedes order <t exww
wr
hibit the phenomenon G-SIa if Ti −→
Tj ∈ SSG(H, <t ) or Ti −→
Tj ∈
s
SSG(H, <t ) but Ti −→ Tj 6∈ SSG(H, <t ).
• G-SIb: Missed Effects: a history H and a time-precedes order <t
exhibit the phenomenon G-SIb if SSG(H, <t ) contains a directed cycle
with exactly one direct anti-dependency edge.
PL-SI isolation level forbids phenomena G0, G1a, G1b, G1c, G-SIa and G-SIb.

4.3.1

An alternative definition for G-SIb

As other works already pointed out [39], PL-SI actually forbids more cycles
than those explicitly forbidden by G0, G1c and G-SIb. Thus, we provide an
alternative definition which explicitly excludes all graphs representing non PLSI executions:
Definition 11 (New G-SIb: Missed Effects). A history H and a time-precedes
order <t exhibit the phenomenon New G-SIb if SSG(H, <t ) contains a directed
cycle with at least one direct anti-dependency edge but does not contain two
adjacent direct anti-dependency edges.
Lemma 1 proves that both G-SIb definitions can be indistinctly used in PL-SI
definition.
Lemma 1 (G-SIb and New G-SIb are equivalent). Given a history H and a
time-precedes order <t , SSG(H, <t ) forbids G0, G1a, G1b, G1c, G-SIa and
GSI-b phenomena iff SSG(H, <t ) forbids G0, G1a, G1b, G1c, G-SIa and New
G-SIb phenomena.
Proof. New G-SIb encompasses more histories than the original G-SIb and, thus,
when New G-SIb is proscribed, it is admitting less histories than the original
definition. Conversely, we prove that any history H and time-precedes order <t
proscribing G0, G1a, G1b, G1c, G-SIa and G-SIb proscribes also New G-SIb.
This implies that both conditions sets are equivalent. By absurd reduction, we
assume SSG(H, <t ) is PL-SI and it has a cycle with anti-dependency edges but
without two adjacent anti-dependency edges. Since SSG(H, <t ) is PL-SI, it has
not any cycle with a single anti-dependency edge and, thus, the cycle has at least
rw
two of those edges. Assume that one of them goes from Ti to Tj , Ti −→
Tj .
Thus, si <t cj because, otherwise, cj <t si and there is a start-dependency
edge from Tj to Ti which closes a cycle with a single anti-dependency edge
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which violates G-SIb. Since there are not two adjacent anti-dependency edges,
there must be an edge from another node Tk to Ti and another one from Tj
to Tl , both dependency or start-dependency edges. Thus, by G-SIa and startdependency definitions, ck <t si and cj <t sl . Since si <t cj , then ck <t sl
s
and this implies that Tk −→
Tl ∈ SSG(H, <t ). Consequently, there is a shorter
rw
cycle without Ti −→ Tj anti-dependency edge. We can iteratively apply the
same criterion until getting a cycle with a single anti-dependency edge which
contradicts the initial assumption saying that H and <t avoid the original G-SIb
phenomenon.

Chapter 5

Alternative definition of
Snapshot Isolation
In this chapter we present an alternative definition of SI suitable to be included
in MSG (see Chapter 6). This definition is equivalent to the original PL-SI
definition and forbids the same phenomena than the original Snapshot Isolation
level as defined by Berenson et al [6].
A history H is PL-SI if it has been generated by a scheduler S(E, <t ) such
that E is the set of start and commit events of committed transactions in H,
<t is a time-precedes order on E and SSG(H, <t ) does not show G0, G1a,
G1b, G1c, G-SIa and G-SIb phenomena. Actually, <t is also a conflict-aware
ww/wr
time-precedes order since for any dependency edge Ti −→ Tj ci <t sj due to
rw
G-SIa and for any edge Ti −→
Tj then si <t cj due to G-SIb (if cj <t si then a
start-dependency appears closing a cycle with a single anti-dependency, which
is forbidden by G-SIb). Notice that start-dependency edges based on conflicts
can be deduced from DSG(H) itself. If the scheduler generates PL-SI histories
ww/wr
rw
and Ti −→ Tj then ci <t sj . Furthermore, if Ti −→
Tj then si <y cj since,
otherwise, there will be a start-dependency from Ti to Tj closing a cycle with a
ww
wr
single anti-dependency edge. If Ti −→
Tj −→
Tk then ci <t sk too. Similarly,
rw
wr
ww
if Ti −→ Tj −→ Tk −→ Tl then ci <t sl . The orderings of starts and commits
of transactions not connected in DSG(H) are meaningless. Then, a scheduler
S is PL-SI if a conflict-aware time-precedes order <t can be defined over the
set of start and commit operations of C(H) for every H it generates. This <t
actually represents how the scheduler ordered conflicting transactions. That is
the basis of our alternative definition of snapshot isolation. Informally, given a
PL-SI’ history H:
• The starts and commits of committed transactions in H can be ordered
following a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c .
41
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• SSG(H, <c ) is PL-SI.
As we are going to prove now, if that happens PL-SI and PL-SI’ can be considered equivalent.

5.1

PL-SI’: an alternative definition of PL-SI

G-SIb can be redefined in the following way:
Definition 12 (G-SIb’: Missed Effects). A history H exhibits the phenomenon
G-SIb’ if DSG(H) contains a directed cycle with at least one direct anti-dependency edge but without two adjacent direct anti-dependency edges.
This definition is quite similar to G-SI* presented in [39] but our definition gets
rid of start-dependency edges and that will help us later to support Snapshot
Isolation level in Adya’s Mixed Serialisaton Graphs.
Thus, PL-SI’ can be defined in the following way:
Definition 13 (PL-SI’). A history H is PL-SI’ if it forbids G0, G1a, G1b, G1c
and G-SIb’.
As this definition states, the really important thing about Snapshot Isolation is
not when the snapshot is taken considering real time but that the snapshot isolation level observed by transactions is consistent for some time-precedes order,
which actually represents the virtual time followed by the system scheduler to
order transactions.

5.2

PL-SI’ and PL-SI equivalence

PL-SI’ and PL-SI do not represent actually the same isolation level, basically
because PL-SI’ is based on dependencies in H but PL-SI also contemplates
dependencies among start and commit operations in E. However, a PL-SI’
history H is also PL-SI if it represents a correct PL-SI execution or, in other
words, if exists a time-precedes order <t such that SSG(H, <t ) is PL-SI. Thus,
PL-SI’ is equivalent to PL-SI if for any PL-SI’ history H exists at least one
scheduler S(E, <t ) such that SSG(H, <t ) is PL-SI. In this section we prove
that any PL-SI’ history H can be generated by a PL-SI scheduler S based on a
conflict-aware time-precedes order <c .
The inverse assertion is trivially true. If H and <c are PL-SI then H is PL-SI’
since DSG(H) ⊆ SSG(H, <c ). If there is not any cycle with anti-dependencies
but without two adjacent anti-dependencies in SSG(H, <c ) then this cycle obviously does not exist in DSG(H). Thus if G-SIb is proscribed in SSG(H, <c ),
G-SIb’ does not appear in DSG(H).
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We split this proof in two complementary parts. First, given a PL-SI’ history H
and a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c over the set E of start and commit
operations of H’s committed transactions, we prove that SSG(H, <c ) is PLSI. Next, we prove that at least one conflict-aware time-precedes order can be
defined over E if H is PL-SI’.

5.2.1

SSG(H, <c ) is PL-SI

Thus, assume a PL-SI’ history H and a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c
over the set E of starts and commits in C(H). We prove that SSG(H, <c ) is
PL-SI.
Both PL-SI and PL-SI’ forbid G0, G1a, G1b and G1c phenomena. Then, H is
PL-SI if SSG(H, <c ) does not show G-SIa and G-SIb. Notice that <c actually
represents how SI orders transactions depending on which committed state they
observe. If Tj observed something from Ti then a transaction Ti is in Tj snapshot
then Ti committed before Tj started. On the contrary, if Ti is not part of Tj
snapshot then Ti committed after Tj started. Thus, a scheduler S following a
conflict-aware time-precedes order forbids G-SIa by b) condition of Definition
7. Lemma 2 proves that SSG(H, <c ) also forbids New G-SIb.
Lemma 2 (H forbids New G-SIb). Given a PL-SI’ history H and a scheduler
S ensuring a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c , SSG(H, <c ) does not show
New G-SIb phenomenon.
Proof. By absurd reduction, assume SSG(H, <c ) shows a New G-SIb forbidden
cycle C (i.e., a directed cycle with at least one anti-dependency edge but without
two adjacent anti-dependency edges). SSG(H, <c ) has all DSG(H) vertices
and edges plus the start-dependency edges. Thus, given S the set of startdependency edges generated from <c and DSG(H) = (V, E), SSG(H, <c ) =
(V, E ∪ S). Since H is PL-SI’, there are no cycles in DSG(H) composed by
dependency and anti-dependency edges where two no adjacent anti-dependency
edges appear. Then, C must include at least one start-dependency. Assume
s
e = Ti −→
Tj is one of those start-dependency edges. Since e is part of a New
G-SIb cycle, there is a directed path from Tj to Ti without two adjacent antidependency edges. From Lemma 8 we deduce sj <c ci but, since e is a startdependency edge, ci <c sj also which is a contradiction. Then, SSG(H, <c )
does not show New G-SIb phenomena.

Theorem 1. If H is PL-SI’ then SSG(H, <c ) is PL-SI.
Proof. G0, G1a, G1b, G1c are avoided by definition since H is supposed to be
PL-SI’. Thus, we only have to prove that G-SIa and G-SIb are avoided too:
• G-SIa: It is trivially avoided by Condition b) of Def. 7.
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• G-SIb: Lemma 2 proves that New G-SIb never shows up in a PL-SI’
history H produced by a scheduler based on a conflict-aware time-precedes
order. Lemma 1 shows that a history H avoiding G0, G1a, G1b, G1c, GSIa and New G-SIb also proscribes G-SIb.

Thus, a history H produced by a PL-SI’ scheduler S ensuring a conflict-aware
time-precedes order <c is also a PL-SI history.
Now we prove that any history PL-SI’ H can be produced by a scheduler ensuring a conflict-aware time-precedes order.

5.2.2

A conflict-aware time-precedes order <c can be defined over a PL-SI’ history H

By absurd reduction, assume a PL-SI’ history H such that the set O of start
and commit operations of committed transactions in H can never be ordered by
a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c . That can only happen if the conflictaware time-precedes order restrictions based on conflicts necessarily produce a
contradiction like si <c cj and cj <c si .
Given an order <t of O, <t is a time-precedes order if it is a partial order,
any pair si , cj ∈ O composed by a start and a commit operations are ordered
(i.e., si <t cj or cj <t si ) and si <t cj if i = j. For example, the order <r
such that ∀si , cj ∈ O, si <r cj is a time-precedes order. A scheduler based on
<r executes all transactions concurrently (no transaction is allowed to commit
unless all transactions have started).
In a conflict-aware time-precedes order <c some extra restrictions are added to
force a specific order when a conflict appears among two transactions. Those
restrictions are based on the snapshot isolation level definition. If Ti overwrites
or reads a value established by Tj then cj <c si . If a value read by Ti is
updated by Tj then si <c cj . The start and commit operations of a history H
cannot be ordered by a conflict-aware time-precedes order if those restrictions
are contradictory in H. For example, if Ti overwrites a value established by
Tj and Ti reads a value overwritten by Tj in H then cj <c si and si <c cj
for any possible conflict-aware time-precedes order <c , which is a contradiction.
ww
There are other possible contradictions as well. For example, if Ti −→
Tj and
wr
Tj −→ Ti in DSG(H) then ci <c sj and cj <c si . Since si <c ci and sj <c cj
also then si <c ci <c sj <c cj <c si which is a contradiction. We prove that if
a contradiction appears then H is not PL-SI’.
First we introduce what a fixed ordering is.
Definition 14 (Fixed ordering). Given a history H and O the set of starts and
commits of transactions in C(H), the ordering of ci , sj ∈ O is fixed if it can be
deduced from the conflict-aware time-precedes order restrictions.
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ww
For example, if Ti −→
Tj ∈ DSG(H) then ci <c sj is fixed by Definition 7’s
condition b). Since si <c ci and sj <c cj by Definition 7’s condition a) and
Definition 6 condition a), si <c sj , ci <c cj and si <c cj are also fixed. If also
rw
Tj −→
Tk ∈ DSG(H) then, by Definition 7’s condition c), sj <c ck and si <c ck
are fixed too and so on.

It can be proved that the ordering of operations si and cj (i 6= j) is fixed under
the presence of certain type of paths in DSG(H). More specifically, Lemma 3
proves that si <c cj is fixed iff there is in DSG(H) a directed path P from Ti to
Tj without two adjacent anti-dependency edges. Furthermore, Lemma 4 shows
that ci <c sj is fixed iff P ends are dependency edges.
Assume a PL-SI’ history H such that its commit and start operations in O
cannot be ordered by any conflict-aware time-precedes order because a contradiction like si <c cj and cj <c si arises due to fixed orderings. From Lemmas 3
and 4, we deduce that it must exist a directed path from Ti to Tj without two
adjacent anti-dependency edges and another path from Tj to Ti also without
two adjacent anti-dependency edges and with dependency edges at the ends.
Thus, there is a directed cycle in DSG(H) involving Ti and Tj without two
adjacent anti-dependences and, hence, H is not PL-SI’, contradicting the initial
assumption. Thus, if H is PL-SI’ that kind of contradiction never appears and,
hence, no contradictions will arise due to fixed orderings. Since the rest of the
orderings can be freely established, O can be always ordered by a conflict-aware
time-precedes order <c and SSG(H, <c ) is PL-SI.
Lemma 3 (Fixed ordering 1). Given a PL-SI’ history H and its DSG(H) =
(V, E), the set O of start and commit operations of transactions in C(H), si , cj ∈
O and <c a conflict-aware time-precedes order, si <c cj is fixed iff there is a
directed path P = (Vp ⊆ V, Ep ⊆ E) from Ti to Tj without two adjacent antidependency edges.
Proof. The proof is split in two:
a) si <c cj is fixed if there is a directed path P from Ti to
Tj without two adjacent anti-dependency edges in DSG(H).
We prove it by induction over the length n of P .
• Base case (n = 2): P is composed by a single edge e = Ti −→
Tj . If e is a dependency edge then ci <c sj by Definition 7’s
condition b) and, then, si <c ci <c sj <c cj from Definition 6
condition a). If e is an anti-dependency edge we get si <c cj
directly by Definition 7’s condition c). In both cases si <c cj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P length is n = l > 2. Then,
P = Ti −→ Tk −→ Tj where e = Tk −→ Tj is P ’s last edge
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and P ′ the subpath from Ti to Tk . P ′ is a n − 1 length directed
path without two adjacent anti-dependency edges and, thus,
from the induction hypothesis si <c ck . Depending on e’s type
two possibilities arise:
– e is a dependency edge. In that case, by Definition 7’s
condition b) we get ck <c sj . Then, si <c ck <c sj . By
Definition 6 condition a), si <c sj <c cj .
– e is an anti-dependency edge. By Definition 7’s condition
c) we get sk <c cj . Since P length n > 2 then the length
e′
P ′′
Tk . e′ is
Tk−1 −→
of P ′ is at least two. Then, P ′ = Ti −→
a dependency edge since P does not has two adjacent antidependency edges. Thus, ck−1 <c sk and, then, ck−1 <c
sk <k cj . If P ′′ is length 1 (the only two edges are e and e′ )
then Tk−1 = Ti . Since si <c ci (from Definition 6 condition
a)), si <c ci <c sk <c cj . If P ′′ ’s length is greater than 1,
by the induction hypothesis si <c ck−1 since P ′′ is also a
subpath of P and, hence, it is a directed path without two
adjacent anti-dependency edges of length < l. In that case
si <c ck−1 <c sk <c cj . In both cases we get si <c cj .
b) There is a directed path P from Ti to Tj without two
adjacent anti-dependency edges in DSG(H) if si <c cj is
fixed. Since Definition 7 only directly fixes conflicting operations
which produce an edge in DSG(H), if si <c cj then there must be
a walk P connecting Ti and Tj . We do the rest of the proof by
induction over the length n of P .
• Base case (n = 2): since P is composed by a single edge e,
no two adjacent anti-dependency edges may exist in P . As
si <c cj then, by Definition 7 conditions, e must be either a
dependency edge or an anti-dependency edge starting from Ti
and ending in Tj . Thus P is a directed path from Ti to Tj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P ’s length is n = l > 2. Take any
edge e ∈ Ep such that P = P ′ Tk −→ Tl P ′′ , P ′ and P ′′ are
subwalks of P in DSG(H), P ′ starts with edge Ti and P ′′ ends
with edge Tj and e = Tk −→ Tl . P ′ and P ′′ are of length < l
and at least one of them is of length > 1 since n > 2. e must
be of one of the following types:
ww/wr

– e = Tk −→ Tl is a dependency edge. By Definition 7’s
condition b) we get ck <c sl . Since si <c cj is fixed due to
P , si <c ck <c sl <c cj and, hence, si <c ck and sl <c cj
are fixed. From the induction hypothesis, P ′ and P ′′ are
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directed paths without two consecutive anti-dependency
edges. P ′ goes from Ti to Tk and P ′′ from Tl to Tj . Since
the connecting edge e is not an anti-dependency edge, the
resulting concatenated walk P is also a directed path without two consecutive anti-dependency edges.
rw
– e = Tk −→
Tl is an anti-dependency edge. By Definition
7’s condition c) sk <c cl is fixed. Since we assume si <c cj
is also fixed due to P , si <c sk and cl <c cj . Since sk <c ck
and sl <c cl (from Definition 6 condition a)), si <c ck and
sl <c cj . If P ′ and P ′′ are of length > 2, by the induction
hypothesis, P ′ and P ′′ are directed paths without two adjacent anti-dependency edges, the first goes from Ti to Tk and
the second one from Tl to Tj . Assume e′ = Tk−1 −→ Tk the
edge just before e and e′′ = Tl −→ Tl+1 the edge just after
e. Since sk <c cl then si <c ok−1 <c sk <s cl <s ol+1 <c cj
where ok−1 and ol+1 are either the start or commit operation of Tk−1 and Tl+1 . Since Definition 7’s condition only
explicitly orders starts with commits for a given edge, never
starts with starts or commits with commits, ok−1 must be
commit and ol+1 must be a start. Then, e′ and e′′ are
necessarily dependency edges. Thus, the path composed
by P ′ , e and P ′′ is a directed path from Ti to Tj without two adjacent anti-dependency edges. The cases when
P ′ and P ′′ are of length 1 can be similarly deduced. In
the first case Ti = Tk and P ′′ is a directed path from
Tl to Tj without two anti-dependency edges. Thus, if
e′′ = Tl −→ Tl+1 is the edge after e and the first edge
of P ′′ , si <c cl <c ol+1 <c cj , ol+1 must be start, e′′ is a
dependency edge and, thus, the concatenation of e and P ′′
is a directed path from Ti to Tj without two adjacent antidependency edges. If P ′′ is of length 1 then P ′ is a directed
path from Ti to Tk without two adjacent anti-dependency
edges. If e′ = Tk−1 −→ Tk is the edge just before e and
the last edge of P ′ then si <c ok−1 <c sk <c cj and, thus,
ok−1 is a commit, e′ is a dependency edge and, then, the
concatenation of P ′ and e is a directed path from Ti to Tj
without two adjacent anti-dependency edges. In any case,
the resulting path is a directed path from Ti to Tj without
adjacent anti-dependency edges.

Lemma 4 (Fixed ordering 2). Given a PL-SI’ history H and its DSG(H) =
(V, E), the set O of start and commit operations of transactions in C(H), ci , sj ∈
O and <c a conflict-aware time-precedes order, ci <c sj is fixed iff there is a
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directed path P = (Vp ⊆ V, Ep ⊆ E) from Ti to Tj without two adjacent antidependency edges and dependency edges in the ends.
Proof. The proof is split in two:
a) ci <c sj is fixed if there is a directed path P from Ti to
Tj without two adjacent anti-dependency edges in DSG(H)
and dependency edges on the ends. We prove it by induction
over the length n of P .
ww
• Base case (n = 2): P is composed by a single edge e = Ti −→
Tj . Since e is a dependency edge then ci <c sj by Definition
7’s condition b).

• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P is length n > 2 and the ends are
ww/wr
ww/wr
dependency edges. If n = 3 then P = Ti −→ Tk −→ Tj .
By Definition 7’s condition b) we get ci <c sk and ck <c sj .
Since by Definition 6’s condition a) sk <c ck , ci <c sj . If
e
n > 3 then there is a subpath P ′ of P such that P = Ti −→
P′
e′
′
Tk −→ Tl −→ Tj where e and e are P ’s ends and, hence, dependency edges. Since P ′ is a directed path without adjacent
anti-dependency edges, from Lemma 3 sk <c cl .Since e and
e′ are dependency edges and, by Definition 7’s condition b),
ci <c sk and ck <c sj . Then, ci <c sk <c cl <c sl . As a result,
ci <c sj is fixed.
b) There is a directed path p from Ti to Tj without two adjacent anti-dependency edges in DSG(H) and dependency
edges on the ends if ci <c sj is fixed. From Definition 6’s condition a) si <c ci , sj <c cj and, hence, si <c cj . Then, there is
a directed path P from Ti to Tj without adjacent anti-dependency
edges. We prove by induction over the length n of P that P ends
are dependency edges.
• Base case (n = 2): P is composed by a single edge e = Ti −→
Tj . Since ci <c sj , by Definition 7’s condition b), e only can be
a dependency edge.
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P is length n > 2. Since ci < sj
due to a conflict-aware time-precedes order and n > 2, necessarily ci < ok < ol < sj . If n = 3 then Tk = Tl . Since
only dependencies order commits with other operation in a
conflict-aware time-precedes order then ok = sk and ol = ck
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ww/wr

and P = Ti −→ Tk −→ Tj . If n > 3 then Tk 6= Tl . Anyway,
conflict-aware time-precedes order conditions only order commits with starts and, hence, ok = sk and ol = cl , so, P = eP ′ e′
ww/wr
ww/wr
where e = Ti −→ Tk and e′ = Tk −→ Tj . Since sk < cl then
P ′ is a directed path from Tk to Tl without two consecutive
anti-dependency edges. Since e and e′ are dependencies, P is a
directed path without two consecutive anti-dependency edges
which starts and ends with dependency edges.

5.3

PL-SI’ and SI equivalence

PL-SI’ correction can be also proved by showing that PL-SI’ and SI forbid and
tolerate the same phenomena. Instead of using Adya’s phenomena definitions,
now we use the original definitions presented by Berenson et al [6]. This time
we don’t do a formal correctness proof but just informally prove that histories
representing the different phenomena tolerated and forbidden by SI, including
the read-only transaction anomaly detected by Fekete et al [23], are also respectively tolerated and forbidden by PL-SI’. We do not contemplate histories with
reads of intermediate or aborted values since they are explicitly prohibited by
PL-SI’ (G1a and G1b).
Berenson et al detected that two possible interpretations of ANSI phenomena
definitions are possible and concluded that loose interpretations of those definitions should be used to truly support a serialisable isolation level. Actually,
they proved that some DBMS (like Oracle) were not providing serialisable as
they claimed but a slighty relaxed isolation level named Snapshot Isolation level
or SI. However, that loose interpretation also proscribes some serialisable executions and Berenson serialisable is stricter than it should be [1]. For example the
history w1 (x1 )r2 (x1 )c1 c2 violates Berenson’s Dirty Read but it is a serialisable
history. That is one of the reasons why our work is based on Adya phenomena
definitions and not on Berenson’s ones. Thus, instead of focusing on Berenson’s
phenomena definitions, we focus on the histories Berenson and Fekete used to
explain SI forbidden and allowed phenomena and show that PL-SI’ forbids and
allows the same things than SI.
Write-Skew phenomenon The Write-Skew phenomenon is allowed by SI
[6] and appears when transactions T1 and T2 read items x and y concurrently
and, later, T1 updates x and T2 y. The history is non-serialisable because T1
and T2 never see each other updates.
r1 (x0 )r1 (y0 )r2 (x0 )r2 (y0 )w1 (x1 )w2 (y2 )c1 c2
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As Figure 5.1 shows up this history generates a cycle with two adjacent antidependencies and, thus, it is not PL-3 (serialisable) but it is PL-SI’.

rw

T1

T2
rw

Figure 5.1: Write Skew example DSG

Read-Only Transaction Anomaly The Read-Only Transaction Anomaly is
also allowed by SI [23] and represents a variation of the classical bank account
example. Assume x and y are two empty accounts (x = 0, y = 0) and an
application logic rule stating that there is a withdrawal penalty if x + y goes
below 0. Now, assume a transaction T1 reads x and deposits 20$ on y, T2 reads
x and y and subtracts 10$ from x and transaction T3 reads x and y and prints
the result to the costumer. Depending on how those transactions are scheduled,
with SI that execution may result in the following history:
r2 (x0 )r2 (y0 )r1 (x0 )w1 (y1 )c1 r3 (x0 )r3 (y1 )c3 w2 (x2 )c2
This execution is not serialisable since transaction T2 does not observe T1 update
but overwrites T3 reads which observes T1 updates at the same time. Figure 5.2
shows the resulting DSG cycle.
T3
wr

rw

T1

T2
rw

Figure 5.2: Read-only transaction anomaly example DSG
As expected, the DSG shows a PL-SI’ legal cycle and, hence, the resulting
execution is also PL-SI’ but not PL-3.
Lost Update SI forbids the Lost Update anomaly [6]. This phenomenon appears when a transaction T1 reads an item x, another transaction T2 overwrites
the same item and finally T1 updates x again based on the previous value, the
one it has read. The execution is represented in the following history:
r1 (x0 )w2 (x2 )c2 w1 (x1 )
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As Figure 5.3 shows, these lost updates are neither allowed by PL-SI’ because of
the cycle with a single anti-dependency edge. Notice that this is neither allowed
by PL-3 but it is allowed by PL-2 (read committed).

rw

T1

T2
ww

Figure 5.3: Lost Update example DSG

Dirty Read and Dirty Write phenomena Dirty read and Dirty Write
phenomena, both forbidden by SI, are already forbidden by PL-2 as Adya already proved.
Read Skew Read Skew phenomena, also proscribed by SI, is also forbidden by
PL-SI’ as the following example shows. Read skew appears when a transaction
T1 reads x, another transaction T2 updates x and y and, finally, T1 reads y.
T1 has seen an inconsistent state of the database. The resulting history is the
following:
r1 (x0 )w2 (x2 )w2 (y2 )c2 r1 (y2 )c1
As Figure 5.4 shows, that history DSG shows a cycle with a single anti-dependency
and, thus, it does not represent a PL-SI’ execution. As expected, it neither is
PL-3 but it is PL-2.

rw

T1

T2
wr

Figure 5.4: Read Skew example DSG

Non-Repeatable or Fuzzy Read Another phenomenon also forbidden by
SI is the Non-Repeatable or Fuzzy Read. This phenomenon appears when a
transaction T1 reads an item x, this item is updated by T2 which commits
and finally T1 reads the same item again but observing a different value. The
resulting DSG is identical to the one in Figure 5.3 and, thus, it does not represent
a PL-SI’ history.
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Thus, all anomalies allowed by SI are also allowed by PL-SI’ and all anomalies forbidden by SI are not allowed by PL-SI’. Thus, both isolation levels are
equivalent.

5.4

About the time-precedes order in Snapshot
Isolation

As we previously concluded in Section 5.3, any PL-SI’ history H is also the result
of executing a set of transactions in a PL-SI scheduler. PL-SI schedulers also
ensure a conflict-aware time-precedes ordering of transactions start and commit
operations. This ordering reflects how these operations have been virtually
ordered by the concurrency control mechanism which might or might not be
similar to the order expected by applications and users or to the order we obtain
considering the real time.
Thus, given the PL-SI’ history H representing the execution of a set of transactions, its set of start and commit operations can be ordered in three possible
ways:
• <s represents the ordering observed by one possible PL-SI scheduler equivalent to H execution.
• <u represents the ordering observed by the user or application.
• <r represents the real time ordering.
For example, assume three transactions Ti = wi (xi )ci , Tj = rj (x)rj (y)cj and
Tk = wk (yk )ck . Assume that rj (x0 ) <h wi (xi ) ∈ H and rj (y0 ) <h wk (xy ),
considering x0 and y0 both items values before any of those transactions started
their executions. If we assume H is PL-SI’ then sj < ci and sj <s ck . The user
thinks that ci < sj and sj < ck because he or she executed Ti first, Tk before
receiving Ti response and Tj after receiving Ti response but before observing Tk
result. However, in the real time ci < sj and ck < sj .
The previous example might not make sense in a centralised database since, in
that case, the last state is always available. However, that may happen in a
replicated or distributed database. For example, Ti executed at node Ni , Tj
at node Nj and Tk at node Nk . When Tj started its execution at Nj Ti and
Tj already committed at Ni and Nk but not at Nj due to some sort of delay.
However, the user sent Tj when Ni already sent Ti ’s result back to the user. In
any case the execution is Snapshot. However, the closer <s is to <u and <r
the more transparent will be our replicated database (i.e., the more similar will
be to a centralised system). Actually, this similarity is closely related to the
replica consistency level provided by a replicated scheduler. Consistency among
replicas is outside the scope of this thesis but it might be an interesting research
field in further works.

Chapter 6

Extended mixed
serialisation graph (EMSG)
As we have seen in Chapter 4, Adya introduced MSG to analyse isolation correctness when multiple isolation levels come concurrently into play. The following example explains why DSGs cannot be used in such cases:

ww

Tj

Ti
wr

Figure 6.1: Example graph
The DSG in Figure 6.1 depicts the dependencies between transactions Ti and
Tj . The execution is correct if both Ti and Tj requested PL-1; if Ti and Tj
requested PL-2 the given execution is incorrect since it shows G1c phenomena
(see Section 4.2). If transaction Ti requested PL-1 and transaction Tj requested
PL-2, the given DSG is insufficient to detect if the given execution history is
correct. EMSGs are instead used to define correct execution histories if different
isolation levels are used for different transactions.
MSGs represent dependencies among PL-1, PL-2 and PL-3 transactions in histories. Given a history H and its DSG(H) = (V, E), M SG(H) = (V, {e|e ∈ E
and e is obligatory}) is a labeled directed graph. Which edges are obligatory
depend on the isolation levels of their source and target transactions. All direct
write-dependencies are considered obligatory since they matter to all isolation
levels (all levels forbid G0 phenomenon). Only direct read-dependencies edges
ending in a PL-2 or PL-3 transaction are considered obligatory since only those
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levels are concerned on what they read (PL-1 transactions are allowed to see
dirty values). Finally, only direct anti-dependencies starting with a PL-3 transaction are considered obligatory since only transactions requesting this isolation
level are worried about who is overwriting the values they read (that’s why PL-3
forbids G2).
Unfortunately, MSGs do not contemplate the snapshot isolation level because
it is defined using SSG instead of DSG. In this section, we take profit of our SI
definition, PL-SI’, to extend MSG with full support to executions including SI
transactions:
Definition 15 (EMSG). Given a history H and its DSG(H) = (V, E),
EM SG(H) = (V, {e|e ∈ E and a is obligatory}) is a labeled directed graph.
An edge a is obligatory if either:
• e is a direct write-dependency edge, or
• e is a direct read-dependency edge and e’s target is executed under PL-2,
PL-3 or PL-SI’, or
• e is a direct anti-dependency edge and e’s source is executed under PL-SI’
or PL-3.
The extension is based on the PL-SI’ definition given in Chapter 5. Notice that
PL-SI’ forbids cycles including direct write-dependencies, direct read-dependencies and even in some cases including also anti-dependencies. PL-SI’ transactions are concerned about what they read and overwrite (only values coming
from their snapshot) and about who overwrites their reads (only transactions
not included in their snapshot) and, hence, all types of dependencies matter to
PL-SI’ transactions.
Adya’s mixing-correct [1] definition can also be extended to identify valid histories involving PL-1, PL-2, PL-SI’ and PL-3 transactions:
Definition 16 (Valid history). A history H is valid if:
(a) PL-2, PL-3 or PL-SI’ transactions do not read aborted or intermediate
values.
(b) EM SG(H) does not contain any directed cycle unless it contains two adjacent anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction.
The main difference between Adya’s definition and ours is that we support
PL-SI’ transactions and, thus, allow the presence of cycles with two adjacent
anti-dependency edges as long as they are connected by a PL-SI’ transaction,
like in PL-SI’ definition. Theorem 7 formally proves that a valid H history correctly manages Snapshot Isolation level (see page 112 in Chapter A). Fekete and
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other authors reached to similar conclusions [21, 39]. Fekete detected which phenomena should be avoided to provide serialisable executions when transactions
only request serialisable or Snapshot Isolation. The execution is serialisable if
its serialisation graph does not show cycles and the only possible cycles in a
scheduler supporting serialisable and SI transactions are those with two adjacent anti-dependencies pivoting on a PL-SI transaction. Notice that we reach
exactly to the same conclusion, a valid scheduler supporting PL-3 and PL-SI’
only allows cycles including two adjacent anti-dependencies sharing a PL-SI’
transaction. Note also that we are not interested on providing serialisable executions in the presence of PL-SI’ transactions but under wich circumstances
every transaction involved in a given execution gets the isolation level it requests. Thus, unless all transactions request PL-3, the final result might not
be serialisable. Furthermore, Fekete work is not based on Adya’s DSGs but on
Bernstein serialisation graphs. However his conclusions are equivalent to ours.
Lin et al work was only focused on Snapshot Isolation and cannot be applied
to histories observing transactions with different isolation needs. Unlike our
G-SIb’ phenomena in Definition 13 (see Chapter 5 in page 41), their G-SIb*
phenomenon still keeps start-dependency edges and cannot be applied in our
case but they also point out that cycles with two consecutive anti-dependency
edges must be avoided in histories including only SI transactions.

Thus, the execution history presented in Figure 6.1 is valid if transaction Ti
is executed under PL-1 and transaction Tj is executed under PL-2. In that
wr
Tj is not obligatory and the EMSG does not show any
case the edge Tj −→
cycle. However, the history is invalid if Ti requested PL-2 and Tj requested
PL-1 since, in that case, both edges are obligatory and there is a cycle in the
resulting EMSG.

Definition 16 does not necessarily mean that concurrency control protocols
should search for cycles in EMSGs. It only points out what should be considered to detect valid execution histories and not how that should be done.
Actually, as we previously explained in Chapter 4, existing DBMSs supporting
serialisable and snapshot use multi-version and lock-based concurrency control
to ensure every transaction isolation needs.

Unfortunately, EMSGs and Definition 16 cannot be used in replicated environments. In those systems there is one transaction execution history per node
and so Definition 16 cannot be applied directly because it does not account
for dependencies between nodes. For example, two conflicting transactions can
execute at two distinct nodes in different order but the local graphs at each
node could still satisfy the conditions of Definition 16. This case is studied in
Chapter 7.
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6.1

Strict histories

Regular centralised DBMS (PostgreSQL, MySql, SqlServer, Oracle, etc.) disallow some correct executions to avoid some undesirable effects from the recoverability point of view [14]. The DBMS recovery system is in charge of ensuring
that the database behaves as if only the committed transactions effects are
present in the database. If all transactions commit the recovery is rather easy.
However, if transactions may abort the system must deal with some tricky executions. For example, the PL-3 isolation level definition as exposed by Adya
allows something like this:
wi (xi )rj (y0 )rj (xi )wj (yj )rk (yj )ci cj ck
This execution is serialisable since it is equivalent to the serial execution
wi (xi )ri (y0 )ci rj (xi )wj (yj )cj rk (yj )ck .
However, from the recoverability point of view, if Ti aborts then Tj and Tk
should be aborted too. To prevent cascading aborts, centralised DBMS usually
avoid PL-2, PL-SI’ and PL-3 transactions to read values written by uncommitted
transactions (PL-1 allow dirty reads). Lock-based systems use long write locks
and read locks (long for PL-3, short for PL-2) to block reads until writes are
committed. In version-based systems reads get the last committed version of
items. In both cases the value obtained comes from a committed transaction at
the time the read is performed.
Similar problems may arise when multiple and concurrent writes are performed
over the same item. In the general case, when a transaction updates an item x
and aborts, the original image of x is restored. However, in executions like the
following one the recovery is not that easy:
wi (xi )wj (xj )ci cj .
If Ti aborts the value to be restored should be xj . If Tj also aborts the previous
value was xi but Ti has been aborted too. Thus, the original value has been lost.
To overcome that effect, again DBMS’s do not allow transactions to overwrite
values written by non-committed transactions. Lock-based systems use long
locks for writes to not allow concurrent updates. Alternatively, in version-based
systems new versions are established at commit time. Thus, when a transaction
commits its updates overwrite the last committed version. In both cases the
DBMS does not allow a transaction to overwrite uncommitted values.
In [14], the authors defined an execution as strict if avoids both problems by
delaying reads and writes (i.e., using a lock-based approach). We generalise that
terminology in the following way:

6.1. STRICT HISTORIES
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Definition 17 (Strict history). A history H is strict if the following conditions
hold:
wr
1. If wi (xi ) < rj (xi ) ∈ H, ci ∈ H and Ti −→
Tj ∈ EM SG(H) then wi (xi ) <
ci < rj (xi ) ∈ H.

2. If wi (xi ) < wj (xj ) ∈ H and ci ∈ H then wi (xi ) < ci < wj (xj ) ∈ H.
3. If wi (xi ) < wj (xj ) ∈ H and ai ∈ H then wi (xi ) < ai < wj (xj ) ∈ H.
This definition fits with lock-based and version-based concurrency control mechanisms. The first one will delay operations by using locks while the second one
will update at commit time the last committed version. Note that PL-1 transactions are allowed to see uncommitted value. Notice only reads from PL-2,
PL-SI’ and PL-3 transactions are expected to see committed values in strict
histories since PL-1 transactions are allowed to see dirty reads.

Chapter 7

Extending EMSG to
replicated environments
In this chapter we extend EMSG to evaluate isolation correctness in replicated
histories. Firstly, we extend EMSGs to model replicated executions; then, in
Section 7.2 we define when a replicated and a stand-alone histories are considered equivalent; independently of the isolation level used by transactions.
Finally, in Section 7.3 we identify the conditions under which the transaction
history produced by a replication protocol is correct.

7.1

Extending EMSG to replicated systems

A replicated system is composed by a set of nodes N . When a transaction
is processed its operations might be executed at several nodes in N . Although
EMSGs can be used to separately model and evaluate the execution of each node,
they cannot represent a transaction execution history of the whole replicated
system. For example, assume two transactions Ti and Tj update the same data
item x at nodes Na and Nb but in a different order. The EMSGs representing
the two executions are depicted in Figure 7.1.

ww

Ti

Tj

Tj

Ti
ww

Figure 7.1: Example: Na and Nb EMSGs
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Taken separately each EMSG presents a valid execution history, but unfortunately, the global execution is invalid. The cycle is depicted in Figure 7.2.

ww

Tj

Ti
ww

Figure 7.2: Example: global execution
Some authors have proposed to combine serialisation graphs to represent executions in replicated systems. Lin et al. [40] defined union serialisation graphs
(USG) to present 1-copy-SI, a set of conditions to ensure valid SI-only executions. Previously, Bernstein et al. [14] used a similar approach to define
1-copy-serialisability. Those solutions are oriented to single isolation-level executions and are not suitable to represent the execution in Figure 7.2 if Ti and
Tj have different isolation requirements.
What we suggest is to extend EMSG by combining local EMSGs into a single
graph — a replicated mixed serialisation graph or RMSG – to admit executions
involving transactions with different isolation levels.
Definition 18 (Replicated mixed serialisation graph (RMSG)). Given a replicated history Hr over a set of nodes N = {n0 , ..., nk } and a set of transactions
k
S
EM SG(Hra ), being Hra the local execution
T = {T0 , ..., Tn }, RM SG(Hr ) =
a=0

at node Na and EM SG(Hra ) its extended mixed serialisation graph.

ww
ww
Then, for instance, Ti −→
Tj ∈ RM SG(Hr ) if Ti −→
Tj is in at least one local
EMSG.

Now, we refine the latter definition stating when a RMSG is well-formed.
Definition 19 (Well-formed RMSG). Given a replicated history Hr over a set
of transactions T and the set of local histories H, RM SG(Hr ) is well-formed if
the following holds:

(a) Every local history Hra ∈ H satisfies Def. 16.
(b) RM SG(Hr ) does not contain any directed cycle unless it includes two
adjacent anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction.
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7.2

Equivalence between replicated and standalone histories

To the best of our knowledge, all research on equivalence between transaction
histories is based on a single isolation level. Conflict and view equivalences
were defined for protocols that guarantee serialisability [14]; SI-equivalence was
proposed in [38]. Hereafter we propose a new definition that is suitable for
transaction executions where multiple isolation levels are supported.
Informally, a replicated history is equivalent to a stand-alone history if all the
following conditions are held:
• Uniform writes: all replicas and the stand-alone system see the same
sequence of updates on each database item (however, note that this does
not imply that every replica sees exactly the same sequence of database
states since updates on different items may be served in different orders
in different replicas),
• Uniform reads: a read operation obtains the same value in the replica
histories and in the stand-alone history,
• Uniform isolation management: all replicas and the stand-alone system
implement isolation levels in the same way.
The above concepts are formalised as follows:
Definition 20 (Equivalence definition). A replicated history Hr and a standalone history H are equivalent if:
C1: H and Hr execute the same set of transactions T and C(H) = C(Hr ).
C2: ri (xj ) ∈ C(H) iff ri (xj ) ∈ C(Hr ).
C3: wi (x) < wj (x) ∈ C(H) iff wi (x) < wj (x) ∈ C(Hr ).
If Hr and H execute the same set T of transactions, Hr is equivalent to H iff
C(Hr ) is equivalent to C(H) since C2 and C3 only consider committed transactions.
C1, C2 and C3 adapt Bernstein et al. [14] view-equivalence definition to our
context. Actually, our definition is a bit stricter since it expects the same
sequence of states in both histories instead of only the same final state. C1
ensures that H and Hr are over the same sets of transactions and commit the
same subset. C2 guarantees that every committed transaction read sees the
same value in Hr and in H. C3 ensures that both H and Hr see the same
sequence of states on every database item.
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7.3

Replication protocol correctness

Traditionally, correctness in replication has been associated to 1SR. An execution of a set of transactions in a replicated system is correct if it is equivalent
to a serial execution of the same set in a centralised system. This correctness criterion ensures ACID properties to transactions and a reasonable replica
consistency level (the exact level depends on the concrete replication strategies
used by the replication protocol [51, 62]). However, for performance reasons
nowadays standalone DBMSs allow applications to weaken the isolation guarantees for some transactions, usually because some of them are provided by
the application logic or because the effects of some phenomena are a smaller
problem than the performance impact of avoiding them. Thus, for us a replicated system correctly executes a set of transactions if the result is one-copy
equivalent to an execution of the same set in one of those centralised DBMS,
considering that transactions may have different isolation needs. Now we will
state such a correctness definition based on the equivalence concept introduced
previously. Notice that we are not addressing the issue of whether an application can request a weaker isolation level for a given transaction (some other
works have dealt with that issue [12]). What we try to define is under which
circumstances from the external user point of view a replicated system is behaving like a one-copy system supporting several isolation levels. Thus, we are
addressing replication transparency.
Definition 21 defines when a replicated history can be considered valid.
Definition 21 (Valid replicated history). A replicated history Hr is considered
valid if RMSG(Hr ) is well-formed.
Definition 22 states when a valid replicated history Hr should be considered
correct.
Definition 22 (Correct replicated history). A valid replicated history Hr is
correct if there is an equivalent valid history H.
Theorem 2 says that all valid replicated histories are correct.
Theorem 2 (Correctness). Every valid replicated history Hr has an equivalent
valid history H. Therefore, every valid Hr is correct.
A correctness proof and a set of interesting properties can be found in the
appendices.

Part III

Replication protocols
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Chapter 8

Supporting multiple
isolation levels in
replication protocols
Theorem 2 meets one of the main goals of this work by showing when a replication protocol correctly manages isolation when transactions with different
isolation requirements are executed concurrently. This part focuses on adding
this support to existing replication protocols.

8.1

Protocols classification

There have been several attempts in the past to classify replication protocols
[24, 25, 61, 59, 60, 17]. In this thesis we focus on the classification presented in
[60].
A replication protocol is composed by a subset of the following atomic steps:
• Submit: the user submits a new transaction to a replica, wich becomes
its local replica.
• Forward: local replica propagates at least the transaction updates. The
data sent and its format depend on the concrete replication scheme and
transaction. It can contain the set of updated values (write-set or WS), the
set of read values (read-set or RS) or even the transaction itself. Notice
that we have slightly varied this step original use. In [60] the Forward
step represents the entire transaction propagation and is used only in the
active replication scheme. We use it in all schemes to represent when
the transaction operations are propagated without expecting any specific
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format (transaction, WS, RS) and even assuming that reads might not be
propagated at all.
• Processing: transaction operations are executed on the local database
copy.
• Certification: the transaction is certified against concurrent transactions
to ensure the isolation guarantees.
• Termination: replica starts an agreement protocol to consistently decide
the transaction’s fate.
• Update: once received and certified, updates are applied in the local
replicas.
• End: transaction result is sent back to the user.

Submit, Forward, Processing and End steps are mandatory but the others may
appear depending on the concrete replication scheme used. In [60] the authors
identify the following replication schemes:
• Active Replication: a transaction is initially sent by the user to any of
the nodes in the system, which becomes its local replica. The transaction
is immediately forwarded to be deterministically processed by all replicas.
All replicas send the result back to the user to prevent failures.
• Certification-Based Replication: transaction is processed in the local
replica and, before committing, its RS and WS are forwarded to be deterministically certified by all replicas. If it passes the certification step, the
WS is applied and the transaction committed. Otherwise, it is aborted.
The local replica sends the result back to the user.
• Weak Voting Replication: similar to Certification-Based Replication
but certification is performed only in the local replica and the result propagated in a termination step.
• Primary Copy Replication: all transactions are executed by the same
replica (primary copy) and the updates forwarded to the other replicas
(secondary or backup copies). The primary copy also sends the result
back to the user. This one is the simplest replication technique since
isolation is fully managed by the primary copy local DBMS.
Lazy Replication it is not considered here since it might violate some basic
ACID properties [17, 60].
The replication schemes as presented in [60] were supposed to provide serialisable (PL-3) isolation level. To support other isolation the following steps should
be extended:
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• Forward: transaction isolation level should be included as a part of the
propagation message.
• Processing: when transaction operations are executed in the replica local
copy of the database, it should be provided locally the same isolation level
requested globally.
• Certification: the certification process should contemplate the isolation
level requested by the transaction.
• Termination: the termination strategy should also consider the transaction isolation level requested.
From now on, we suggest how the previous replication schemes can be extended
to correctly support PL-1, PL-2, PL-SI and PL-3 transactions concurrently.
We also prove the correctness of those extensions by showing that any possible
execution will ensure Theorem 2.

8.2

Conflict Resolution

In this chapter we describe in detail the main eager serialisable replication
schemes (active, certification-based, weak-voting and primary copy) and present
modified versions to support several isolation levels. Changes are highlighted to
stress the slight differences between both versions. New schemes correctness is
also proved by using Theorem 2.
Schemes pretend to show the big picture of managing multiple isolation levels
with the main eager replication techniques and that is why they do not go into
implementation details. They have been constructed to be simple and easy to
understand. Actually, some of the existing protocols include some optimizations which derive in subtle variations of the scheme behaviour. Although those
variations have not been included in the schemes due to simplicity, they are commented in the explanations, as footnotes or in the complete example protocols
detailed in Chapter 9.
The algorithms presented hereafter assume that every node database local copy
is managed by a DBMS which ensures correct and strict executions (see Definition 17 at page 57). If wi (xi ) < wj (xj ) then ci < wj (xj ) and if wi (xi ) < rj (xi ),
Ti is PL-2, PL-SI’ or PL-3 and Ti commits then ci < rj (xi ). So, given a history
wr
ww
H, if Ti −→
Tj ∈ EM SG(H) or Ti −→
Tj ∈ EM SG(H) then ci < cj ∈ H.
Assuming an item x in the database with a value x0 , a side effect of most centralised DBMS is that, if ri (x0 )wj (xj ), Ti requests PL-3 and commits then
ri (x0 )ci wj (xj ). The reason depends on the technique used. In lock-based
systems, PL-3 is ensured by using long locks for reads and writes [6, 42].
That forbids some phenomena like non-repeatable read (i.e., executions like
ri (x0 )wj (xj )ri (xj )) since ensures that never an item x is overwritten if it has
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been read or written by an uncommitted transaction. In version-based systems, to ensure PL-3 reads are treated as writes by using SELECT FOR UPDATE
sentences[22, 45] or similar mechanisms [48, 44]. Summarizing, locks and versions ensure that if ri (x0 )wj (xj ) and Ti commits then ri (x0 )ci wj (xj ). Thus, if
rw
Ti −→
Tj then ci < cj .
Once a transaction reaches the update step to be committed in a given node,
it may be aborted if an integrity constraint is violated. Existing standalone
DBMS check integrity constrains during the execution and, hence, during the
processing step. In this case that will not affect the following schemes since
the transaction is aborted in the local replica before propagation in the case
of certification, weak-voting and primary-copy schemes and deterministically in
all replicas in the active replication scheme. However, some protocols proposed
in literature [37, 15, 41] suggest to perform those checks at commit time. If
that happens, transactions may abort once they have been validated by replicas
and are going to be persisted in the local DBMS [50, 40]. That would be easily
supported in the schemes presented since all nodes will deterministically abort
or commit the transaction but it will make the proofs slightly more complex.
In order to make them more readable, we assume that once a scheme decides to
commit a transaction during the validation step then this transaction is never
aborted by the local DBMS during the update state.
Finally, some schemes are based on a virtual clock to calculate start and commit
timestamps for transactions executed in the system. When a reliable total order
broadcast primitive is used, those clocks are usually implemented by counting
committed or validated update transactions (counting committed transactions
can be used only if transactions commit in delivery order). In this section we
do not use any specific implementation but we do assume a transformation
function clock with the following properties. Given a transaction Ti and any
possible replicated history Hr generated by the scheme:
• All nodes involved in Ti ’s execution share the same value for clock(si ) and
clock(ci ). clock(si ) is usually calculated at the local replica and propagated to the rest of the nodes while clock(ci ) is deterministically calculated
at every node.
• clock is a time-precedes order over C(Hr ) and, hence:
– for any transaction Ti , clock(si ) < clock(ci ) and
– given Ti , Tj transactions committed in Hr , clock(ci ) < clock(sj ) or
clock(sj ) < clock(ci ).
• Given Ti and Tj two committed and conflicting transactions, if ci < cj ∈
Hr then clock(ci ) < clock(cj ).
To simplify the notation, we define as sti = clock(si ) the start-timestamp of Ti
and cti = clock(ci ) as the commit-timestamp.
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Active replication scheme

An active replication protocol propagates every transaction to all replicas using
an atomic broadcast. Once delivered, transactions are deterministically executed to ensure consistency.
In this context, deterministically means that all replicas resolve conflicts in
the same way. Expressed in terms of dependencies, if two conflicting operations o1 and o2 are executed in replicas Na and Nb and produce edges ea
in EM SG(Ha ) and eb in EM SG(Hb ), then ea = eb . If a protocol propagates all transactions and executes them deterministically in all replicas, then
EM SG(Na ) = EM SG(Nb ). Two possible mechanisms to achieve determinism are to request all necessary locks in an atomic step before any transaction
operation is executed [35] and to propagate every operation separately [20].
A general PL-3 replication schema is depicted here:
1. Submit: a replica Ni receives a transaction Ti from client Ci .
2. Forward : Ti is atomically broadcast to all replicas.
3. Processing: when Ti is delivered at a replica Na :
• Ti operations are executed deterministically.
4. End : once Ti operations have been completely executed in Na :
• Ti is committed.
• If Ni = Na , the transaction result is sent back to Ci .
Some active protocols propagate only update operations [54]. For the sake of
simplicity and according to [60], we assume all transactions are propagated and
all operations are executed by all replicas in the system. This approach may be
used to provide fault tolerance even in the presence of byzantine errors [47].
The previous schema represents active replication as presented in [60] and supports only PL-3 isolated transactions. Because it is active replication, all transactions are executed in all replicas which limits the system scale-out capabilities
[24]. Since all transactions require PL-3 isolation, all conflicts among operations
of distinct transactions are treated as obligatory edges and hence make replicas
EMSG and the global RMSG more dense. Determinism implies ordering among
operations in obligatory edges and ordering can either be ensured using locks
(operations wait until all previous ordered operations are executed), which decreases concurrency and increases execution time, or optimism (operations are
optimistically executed without wait and ordering violations are solved aborting
affected transactions), which increases abort rate. Allowing weaker isolation levels does not solve the intrinsic problem of executing everything everywhere (i.e.,
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scale-out limit) but reduces locking/aborting rate and the number of ordering
restrictions to be checked or managed.
Active replication scheme does not need to be changed to support multiple
isolation levels. We only must be sure that every replica executes every transaction deterministically with the specified isolation level. That is automatically
achieved if every transaction explicitly establishes its isolation level with a SET
TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL sentence or all nodes use the same level by default. In other cases, the protocol might have to include the isolation level in
every transaction propagation message and be sure that it is notified to the local
DBMS when transactions are going to be locally executed.
Since all replicas execute deterministically and in the same order the same set
of transactions and local DBMS are supposed to be valid and strict, the resulting replicated executions are trivially correct. Notice that EM SG(H a ) =
RM SG(Hr ) for any node Na . More formally:
Theorem 3 (Active scheme correctness). Any possible history Hr produced by
an active-based protocol is correct.
Proof. Assume an active protocol P executes a set of transactions T in a system
composed by N nodes. Hr represents the global execution produced in the system and H is the set of local histories representing the executions produced in
every node in N . Since active protocols execute all transactions entirely and deterministically in all replicas, for any two histories H a ,S
H b ∈ H, EM SG(Ha ) =
EM SG(Hb ). From Definition 18, RM SG(Hr ) =
EM SG(Ha ). Thus,
Ha ∈H

∀H a ∈ H, RM SG(Hr ) = EM SG(Ha ). Since nodes are supposed to produce
correct local histories, Hr should be correct also, i.e., RM SG(Hr ) is well-formed
as we prove below:
• Every local history Ha ∈ H satisfies Def. 16. Active replication is
based on the assumption that every local DBMS produces correct local
histories. Thus, this condition is ensured by definition of active replication.
• RM SG(Hr ) does not contain any forbidden cycle. Since every node
is assumed to produce correct local histories, EMSGs do not have forbidden cycles. Since RMSG has exactly the same edges and vertices than any
EMSG, it will not have any cycle forbidden either.

8.2.2

Certification-based replication scheme

In a certification-based replication protocol, a transaction is initially executed
in its local replica. Once it requests to commit, the write-set is gathered and
broadcast to the entire set of replicas. When it is delivered in a replica, passes
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a certification step to check if conflicting transactions have been executed elsewhere. If it succeeds, the updates are applied and the transaction committed.
Otherwise, the write-set is discarded and the transaction aborted. During the
certification step, no communication is performed with other nodes. Read-only
transactions are entirely executed and committed in the local replica without
being broadcast. The original scheme for PL-3 transactions is depicted here:
1. Submit: when a replica Ni receives a transaction Ti from a client Ci :
• Ti is started at the underlying DBMS with PL-3 isolation level.
2. Processing: when replica Ni is ready to execute Ti :
• Ti ’s operations are executed until commit is requested1 . A read operation over item x will observe at least the last update of x performed
by a transaction Tj with the biggest commit timestamp such that
ctj < sti .
3. Forward : when Ci requests to commit Ti :
• Ti ’s writes and reads are collected into W Si and RSi .
• If W Si = ∅, Ti is committed.
• If W Si 6= ∅, W Si and RSi are atomically broadcast to all replicas.
4. Validation: when W Si is delivered at a replica Na :
• W Si is discarded if there is a committed transaction Tj such that
RSi ∩ W Sj 6= ∅ and sti < ctj .
5. Update: if Ti terminates the validation step at Na :
• If Ni = Na , Ti is aborted if W Si is discarded during the validation step. Otherwise, it is committed, the updates are persisted and
become available at Na to other transactions executed at this node.
Notice that local transaction writes are persisted in committing order,
not in execution order. Fortunately, all known concurrency control
mechanisms ensure such a restriction.
• If Ti passes the validation step and Ni 6= Na , W Si is applied. The
implementation of the protocol must ensure that W Si is not aborted
by the replica’s DBMS.
6. End : if Na = Ni , Ti ’s result is sent back to Ci .
1 Some

protocols [32] delay writes until the termination step.
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The previous scheme contemplates only PL-3 transactions. Once a transaction
commits in a given replica, the scheme assumes that its updates are available
to any transaction executed at that replica.
From now on, we modify the Submit, Forward and Validation steps to also
support PL-1, PL-2 and SI isolation levels. We also show how Theorem 2 can
be used to prove the correctness of the new scheme.
Multiple Isolation Levels Certification-Based Scheme or MCBS:
1. Submit: when a replica Ni receives a transaction Ti and its isolation
level from a client Ci :
• Ti is started at the underlying DBMS with the requested isolation
level.
2. Processing: when replica Ni is ready to execute Ti :
• Ti ’s operations are executed until commit is requested2 . In PL2 and PL-3, a read operation over item x will observe at least
the last update of x performed by a transaction Tj with the biggest
commit timestamp such that ctj < sti . For PL-1 transactions,
read dependencies are not obligatory and so there are no
restrictions on reads. If Ti is PL-SI’, Ti ’s snapshot includes
the updates performed by the last available transactions or,
in other words, if Ti sees or overwrites xk version of item x then
ctk < sti . For any newer version xl , sti < ctl .
3. Forward : when Ci requests to commit Ti :
• Ti ’s writes are collected into W Si . For PL-3 transactions, reads
are also gathered into RSi .
• If W Si = ∅, Ti is committed.
• If W Si 6= ∅, W Si , RSi (only for PL-3 transactions) and Ti ’s
isolation level are atomically broadcast to all replicas.
4. Validation: when W Si is delivered at a replica Na :
• If Ti is PL-3, W Si is discarded if there is a committed transaction
Tj such that RSi ∩ W Sj 6= ∅ and sti < ctj .
• If Ti is PL-SI’, W Si is discarded if there is a committed
transaction Tj such that W Si ∩ W Sj 6= ∅ and sti < ctj .
• PL-1 and PL-2 do not need to be validated.
5. Update: if Ti terminates the validation step in Na :
2 Some

protocols [32] delay writes until the termination step.
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• If Ni = Na , Ti is aborted if W Si is discarded during the validation step. Otherwise, it is committed, the updates are persisted and
become available to other transactions executed at Na . Notice that
local transaction writes are persisted in committing order, not in execution order. Fortunately, all known concurrency control mechanisms
ensure such a restriction.
• If Ti passes the validation step and Ni 6= Na , W Si is applied. The
implementation of the protocol must ensure that W Si is not aborted
by the replica’s DBMS.
6. End : if Na = Ni , Ti ’s result is sent back to Ci .
Notice that validation, update and end steps are executed as a single atomic step.
To increase the performance of the system, some existing protocols [32, 38, 5]
execute validation and termination separately, allowing validation even if the
previous write-sets are not yet applied.
Given a PL-SI’ transaction Ti , the algorithm also assumes that Ti ’s snapshot
includes any transaction Tj such that ctj < sti . That actually means that Ti ’s
snapshot gets the last committed state existing at Ti ’s local replica. Existing
centralised DBMS fit that restriction if the number of validated or committed
transactions at the local replica is used to calculate the start timestamp.
Below we first prove that all replicas apply write-sets in the same order. Then,
we show that the conditions of Definition 21 are satisfied.
Lemma 5 (MCBS applies write-sets in the same order). Given a replicated
history Hr over a set of transactions T and a set of nodes N .
• For any two replicas Na , Nb ∈ N that apply W Si and W Sj , they apply
W Si and W Sj in the same order.
• If a replica Na ∈ N applies W Si then every other replica Nb ∈ N applies
W Si .
Proof. Write-sets are propagated using an atomic broadcast and, hence, are
delivered to all replicas in the same order. Validation, update and end are
executed in a single atomic step and so all the write-sets are applied in order of
their delivery, and this fact proves the first part of Lemma 7.
Assume W Si is going to be validated. We prove by induction over the number n
of previously committed update transactions that the second part of the Lemma
holds once W Si is applied.
• Base case (n = 0): no update transaction has been previously delivered
and committed and, thus, Ti commits at Na and Nb .
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• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds when Ti is applied if
less than l update transactions committed.
• Induction step (n = l): l update transactions committed previously.
From the induction hypothesis, when the last update transaction committed the lemma was not violated and, thus, all Na and Nb applied the same
set U of update transactions and in the same order. When Ti is applied
the behaviour of MCBS varies depending on the isolation level:
– Ti is PL-1 or PL-2 : If Ti requests a PL-1 or PL-2 isolation level it
is directly validated and applied in both replicas.
– Ti is SI : if Ti is PL-SI’, since both nodes observe the same set U of
previously committed transactions when Ti is going to be validated,
the validation result will be different in both replicas if there is a
committed transaction Tj ∈ U for which W Si ∩W Sj 6= ∅ and sti < ctj
in Na ; but ctj < sti at Nb . Since we assume both nodes share the
same values for sti and ctj Ti ’s will get the same validation result.
– Ti is PL-3 : the same proof can be applied for PL-3 transactions.
The only difference is that RSi is used instead of W Si . However, in
both cases, it is compared against previously applied write-sets.

Therefore, Ti never obtains a different validation result at Na and Nb and this
proves the Lemma’s second assertion.
Theorem 4 (MCBS protocols are correct). Any history Hr produced by a
MCBS protocol is correct.
Proof. Hr is correct if RM SG(Hr ) is well-formed (see Def. 21 and Theorem 2).
To begin with, we prove each condition of Definition 19 separately:
• Every local history Ha ∈ H satisfies Def. 16. MCBS is based on the
assumption that every local DBMS produces correct local histories. Thus,
this condition is ensured by definition of MCBS.
• RM SG(Hr ) does not contain any forbidden cycle. Only the cycles
with two consecutive anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction
are allowed. RM SG(Hr ) only includes obligatory edges and an edge e is
obligatory if:
ww
Tj : since we assume strict histories and update transac– e = Ti −→
tions are applied in the same order at all nodes, ci < cj ∈ Hr and
cti < ctj . If Tj is PL-SI’ then also cti < stj since otherwise is aborted
in the validation step.
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wr
– e = Ti −→
Tj and Tj is PL-2, PL-SI’ or PL-3: since we only allow strict histories then ci < cj in Tj ’s local node. The total order
broadcast ensures that ci < cj in the other nodes if Tj is an update
transaction and, otherwise, Tj is executed only at the local node.
Consequently, ci < cj ∈ Hr and, hence, cti < ctj . If Tj is PL-SI’
MCBS also assumes that every read gets the value written by the
transaction Ti with biggest commit timestamp such that cti < stj .
rw
– Ti −→
Tj and Ti is PL-SI’ or PL-3: if Ti is PL-SI’ and reads a value
xk from its snapshot, ctk < sti and there is no other transaction Tl in
that snapshot which updates x and ctk < ctl . Then, sti < ctj . If Ti
is PL-3 then, by assumption, ci < cj (see this chapter introduction)
in Ti ’s local node. Recall that, if Ti is an update transaction and is
propagated, the total order delivery and the atomicity in validation
and update steps ensure that all nodes commit the writesets in the
same order. Thus, ci < cj ∈ Hr and the virtual clock ensures that
cti < ctj .

By absurd reduction, assume there is a cycle C = {V, E} = T1 e1 T2 e2 ...en T1 ∈
RM SG(Hr ) without two consecutive anti-dependency edges sharing a PLSI’ transaction. We differentiate two possible situations:
– C does not include any anti-dependency edge starting with a PL-SI’
transaction. In that case, for any edge e = Ti −→ Tj ∈ E, cti < ctj
and, hence, for every vertex Ti ∈ V , cti < cti which is a contradiction.
– C includes anti-dependencies starting with a PL-SI’ transaction. Asrw
sume e = Ti −→
Tj ∈ E is one of those anti-dependency edges.
Then sti < ctj . Since C does not contain two consecutive antidependencies sharing a PL-SI transaction, the previous edge e′ in
ww/wr
C is a dependency edge. If e′ = Tk −→ Ti then ctk < sti because Ti is PL-SI. Then, ctk < ctj . For any other edge Ta −→ Tb ∈
C, cta < ctb and, thus, excluding PL-SI’ transactions starting an
anti-dependency edge in C, cti < cti for any transaction Ti ∈ C,
which is a contradiction. More formally, for every path P ⊆ C
such that P = Ti e′p Tpsi ep Tj , Tpsi is a PL-SI’ transaction and ep is
an anti-dependency edge, we say that P is a virtual path of C, e′p
is the dependency edge in P , ep is the anti-dependency edge. Since
ctk < ctj , evP = Ti −→ Tj is the virtual start-dependency edge
S vof
P . Given P the set of virtual paths in C, we define Ep =
eP ,
P ∈P
S
S ′
S si
ESI =
ep ∪
ep and VSI =
eP . We can define a new cycle
P ∈P

P ∈P

P ∈P

Cv = {Vv = V − VSI , Ev = (E − ESI ) ∪ Ep }. Notice that for any
v
edge Ti −→
Tj ∈ Ev , ctk < ctj and, then, for every vertex Ti ∈ Cv ,
cti < cti which is a contradiction.

Concluding, RM SG(Hr ) does not include cycles without two consecutive
anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction.
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As a result, every replicated history Hr generated by a MCBS protocol is valid.
Hence, Theorem 2 is applicable to Hr and the valid replicated history is correct.

8.2.3

Weak voting replication scheme

As with a certification-based scheme, every transaction is initially executed in its
local replica. However, once it requests to commit, a weak voting protocol only
propagates the write-set. When it is delivered, the local replica validates and
broadcasts the result. The other replicas hold the write-set until the validation
result message arrives. At that moment, the write-set is committed or discarded
depending on the result type (commit or abort). The original scheme for PL-3
transactions is outlined here:
1. Submit: when a replica Ni receives a transaction Ti from a client Ci :
• Ti is started at the underlying DBMS with PL-3 isolation level.
2. Processing: when replica Ni is ready to execute Ti :
• Ti operations are executed until commit is requested3 . A read operation over item x will observe at least the last update of x performed by
a transaction Tj with biggest commit timestamp such that ctj < sti .
3. Forward : when Ci requests to commit Ti :
• Ti ’s writes and reads are collected into W Si and RSi .
• If W Si = ∅, Ti is committed.
• If W Si 6= ∅, W Si is atomically broadcast to all replicas (notice that
RSi is not propagated).
4. Validation: when W Si is delivered at a replica Na :
• If Na = Ni and an abort message has been previously sent for Ti ,
W Si is discarded. Otherwise the validation continues.
• If Na = Ni and Ti has not been previously aborted, W Si is discarded
if a transaction Tj has been previously validated, RSi ∩ W Sj 6= ∅ and
sti < ctj . The result is propagated.
5. Termination: if Ti terminates the validation step in Na :
• Wait for the validation result delivery.
3 As

step.

with certification-based protocols, some protocols delay writes until the termination
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6. Update: when Ti ’s validation result is delivered at Na :
• If Ni = Na , Ti is aborted if W Si is discarded during the validation step. Otherwise, it is committed, the updates are persisted and
become available at Na to other transactions executed at this node.
Notice that local transaction writes are persisted in committing order,
not in execution order. Fortunately, all known concurrency control
mechanisms ensure such a restriction.
• If Ti passes the validation step and Ni 6= Na , W Si is applied. The
implementation of the protocol must ensure that W Si is not aborted
by the replica’s DBMS. If Ti is aborted then W Si is discarded.
7. End : if Na = Ni , Ti ’s result is sent back to Ci .
As suggested in Chapter 8, we modify the Submit, Forward and Validation steps
of the original scheme to also support PL-1, PL-2 and SI isolation levels. We also
show how Theorem 2 can be used to prove the correctness of the new scheme
which we call Multiple Weak Voting Scheme or MWVS:
1. Submit: when a replica Ni receives a transaction Ti and its isolation
level from a client Ci :
• Ti is started at the underlying DBMS with the requested isolation
level.
2. Processing: when replica Ni is ready to execute Ti :
• Ti operations are executed until commit is requested. For PL-3 and
PL-2 transactions, a read operation over item x will observe at
least the last update of x performed by a transaction Tj with biggest
commit timestamp such that ctj < sti . For PL-1 transactions,
read dependencies are not obligatory and so there are no
restrictions on reads. If Ti is PL-SI’, Ti ’s snapshot includes
the updates performed by the last available transactions or,
in other words, if Ti ’s sees or overwrites xk version of item x then
ctk < sti . For any newer version xl , sti < ctl .
3. Forward : when Ci requests to commit Ti :
• Ti ’s writes and, only for PL-3 transactions, also reads are collected into W Si and RSi .
• If W Si = ∅, Ti is committed.
• If W Si 6= ∅, W Si and Ti isolation level are atomically broadcast
to all replicas (notice that RSi is not propagated).
4. Validation: when W Si is delivered at a replica Na :
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• If Na = Ni and an abort message has been previously sent for Ti ,
W Si is discarded. Otherwise the validation continues.
• If Ti is PL-3, Na = Ni and Ti has not been previously aborted,
W Si is discarded if a transaction Tj has been previously validated,
RSi ∩ W Sj 6= ∅ and sti < ctj . The result is propagated.
• If Ti is SI, W Si is discarded if there is a committed transaction Tj , that has already been validated, W Si ∩ W Sj 6= ∅ and
sti < ctj .
• PL-1 and PL-2 do not need to be validated.
5. Termination: if Ti terminates the validation step in Na :
• If Ti is PL-3, wait for the validation result delivery.
6. Update: when Ti ’s validation result is available at Na :
• If Ni = Na , Ti is aborted if W Si is discarded during the validation
step. Otherwise, it is committed, the updates persisted and become
available at other transactions executed at Na . Notice that local
transaction writes are persisted in committing order, not in execution
order. Fortunately, all known concurrency control mechanisms ensure
such a restriction.
• If Ti passes the validation step and Ni 6= Na , W Si is applied. The
implementation of the protocol must ensure that W Si is not aborted
by the replica’s DBMS. If Ti is aborted then W Si is discarded.
7. End : if Na = Ni , Ti ’s result is sent back to Ci .

Like in MCBS, Validation, Termination, Update and End steps are executed as
a single atomic step.
The correctness proof of MWVS follows a similar approach to the one for MCBS.
We first prove that all replicas apply write-sets in the same order, and then we
show that the conditions of Definition 21 are satisfied.
Lemma 6 (MWVS applies write-sets in the same order). Given a replicated
history Hr over a set of transactions T and a set of nodes N .
• for any two replicas Na , Nb ∈ N that apply W Si and W Sj , they apply
W Si and W Sj in the same order.
• if a replica Na ∈ N applies W Si then every other replica Nb ∈ N applies
W Si .
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Proof. The correctness proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 7. The
only difference is related on how PL-3 transactions are validated in both schemes
and affects the correctness of second part of the Lemma. In this case, the
validation is performed only at Ti ’s and the result propagated to the rest of the
replicas. Thus, the termination result is trivially the same in all of them.
Theorem 5 (MWVS protocols are correct). Any possible history Hr that can
be produced by a MWVS protocol is correct.
Proof. The proof is identical to the correctnes proof of Theorem 4.

8.2.4

Primary copy replication scheme

In a pure primary copy replication protocol, all transactions are completely
executed by the same local replica. Before committing, updates are propagated
to the rest of the replicas, known as secondary or backup, using a reliable
broadcast and applied in the same order to preserve consistency. Since the
sender is always the primary replica, order can be easily ensured by numbering
update messages and taking care replicas apply them in order.
Unfortunately, the performance is limited by the primary replica and, hence,
primary copy protocols do not scale well. To improve scalability, most protocols
execute read-only transactions at backup nodes while the primary replica focuses
on update transactions. This approach may work for small/medium read-only
intensive systems with short update transactions but not in the general case
[60].
A general PL-3 primary copy replication schema is depicted here:
1. Submit: when a replica Ni receives a transaction Ti from a client Ci :
• If Ni is not the primary replica Np and Ti is an update transaction,
Ni redirects Ci ’s request to Np which becomes Ti ’s local node.
2. Processing: when replica Ni is ready to execute Ti :
• Ti operations are executed until commit is requested. A read operation over item x will observe at least the last update of x performed by
a transaction Tj with biggest commit timestamp such that ctj < sti .
3. Forward : when Ci requests to commit Ti :
• Ti writes are collected into W Si .
• If W Si = ∅, Ti is committed.
• If W Si 6= ∅, W Si is forwarded using a reliable FIFO broadcast.
4. Update: when W Si is delivered at Na .
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• If Na = Np , Ti is committed.
• If Na 6= Np , W Si is applied. The implementation of the protocol
must ensure that W Si is not aborted by the replica’s DBMS.
5. End : if Na = Ni the result is sent back to Ci .

It is straightforward to provide multiple isolation levels in these protocols since
concurrency is fully handled by the primary replica. As with active replication, the original scheme can be used without modifications if all replicas share
the same default isolation level and a SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL sentence is used when transactions have other isolation requirements. Otherwise,
the replication protocol only extra concern is to communicate to local replica the
isolation level requested by the client for every transaction. For update transactions the primary node will be the local replica but read-only transactions
might be executed by any replica.
PL-SI’ transactions are assumed to see the last snapshot available considering
ww/wr
the system virtual clock. Thus, if Ti −→ Tj and Tj is PL-SI’ then cti < stj .
rw
If Ti −→ Tj then sti < ctj .
In the primary copy scheme, isolation management is almost entirely delegated
to the primary replica concurrency protocol. Assuming Np is the primary replica
and H p the resulting EMSG when a set of transactions T is executed, H p is
supposed to be valid and strict. Since secondary replicas only execute readonly transactions and writesets in delivery order, the resulting Hr will be also
correct. That is described in detail in Theorem 6 proof but, first, we will prove
that for any two update transactions, its writes are applied in the same order
in all replicas.
Lemma 7 (Primary Copy Scheme applies write-sets in the same order). Given
a replicated history Hr over a set of transactions T and a set of nodes N .
• for any two replicas Na , Nb ∈ N that apply W Si and W Sj , they apply
W Si and W Sj in the same order.
• if a replica Na ∈ N applies W Si then every other replica Nb ∈ N applies
W Si .
Proof. All update transactions are executed at the primary replica Np , which
is supposed to be valid and strict. Once a transaction Ti is going to commit,
W Si is propagated using a FIFO reliable broadcast and applied at all secondary
nodes in the same order. Thus, all nodes apply updates also in delivery order.
Concluding, all nodes apply the same updates and in the same order.

Theorem 6 (Theorem 2 conditions are satisfied). Any possible history Hr produced by a Primary copy based protocol is correct.

8.2. CONFLICT RESOLUTION
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Proof. Hr is correct if RM SG(Hr ) is well-formed (see Def. 21 and Theorem 2).
To begin with, we prove each condition of Definition 19 separately:
• Every local history Ha ∈ H satisfies Def. 16. Primary copy is based
on the assumption that every local DBMS produces correct local histories.
Thus, this condition is ensured by definition of the primary copy scheme.
• RM SG(Hr ) does not contain any forbidden cycle. Only the cycles
with two consecutive anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction
are allowed. We first prove that ci < cj for any edge e ∈ RM SG(Hr )
unless e is an anti-dependency edge starting with a PL-SI’ transaction.
Next we prove that RM SG(Hr ) is correct. RM SG(Hr ) only includes
obligatory edges. An edge e is obligatory if:
ww
– e = Ti −→
Tj : since we assume strict local histories and writes are
applied in the same order at all replicas (see Lemma 7), ci < cj at
all replicas and, hence, ci < cj ∈ Hr and cti < ctj . If Ti is PL-SI’
then the protocol also ensures that cti < stj .
wr
– e = Ti −→
Tj and Tj is PL-2, PL-SI’ or PL-3. Since we assume
strict local histories, ci < cj at Tj ’s local node. If Tj is a read-only
transaction then it is executed only at Tj , ci < cj ∈ Hr and cti < ctj .
If it is an update-transaction then all nodes execute the writes in the
same order ci < cj ∈ Hr anyway and cti < ctj . If Tj requested PL-SI’
then the replication protocol ensures cti < stj .
rw
– e = Ti −→
Tj and Ti is PL-SI’ or PL-3. Since we assume strict
histories, if Ti is PL-3 then ci < cj in Ti ’s local node. As with
read-dependencies, if Ti is read only then cti < ctj ∈ Hr since Ti
is executed only at its local node. If it is an update-transaction
then ci < cj ∈ Hr because all nodes execute and commit the same
writesets in the same order and, hence, cti < ctj anyway. However,
if Ti is PL-SI’ we only can say that si < cj at Ti ’s local node. If Ti
is read-only then the protocol ensures that sti < ctj .

By contradiction, assume RM SG(Hr ) shows a cycle without two consecutive anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction. Then, for any
rw
edge e = Ti −→
Tj such that Ti is PL-SI’, the previous edge in the cycle
ww/wr
is a dependency edge, say e′ = Tk −→ Ti , and ctk < sti < ctj . For any
′′
other edge e = Tn −→ Tn+1 in the cycle ctn < ctn+1 , since it is not an
anti-dependency starting with a PL-SI’ transaction. Then, if there is such
a cycle we will get a contradiction ctn < ctn and, thus, those cycles do not
appear in RM SG(Hr ).

Chapter 9

Examples
In this chapter we show how the changes suggested in Chapter 8.2 can be applied
to some existing protocols. We focus on weak voting and certification-based algorithms because in active and primary copy protocols isolation is fully managed
by local DBMS and do not need any extra changes except including the isolation
level in the transaction propagation message.

9.1

SER-CBR

In this section we show how the changes suggested in Section 8.2.2 can be
applied to an existing certification-based protocol. We have taken SER CBR,
a variation of the SI CBR protocol from [50] (also an adaptation from [33, 46])
which supports only PL-3, and extended it to also support SI, PL-2 and PL-1.
We call the new protocol multiple isolation level certification-based replication
protocol or MUL CBR. SER CBR and SI CBR are combinations and variations
of other well known protocols [32, 19, 38, 17] and the changes suggested in this
chapter can be easily exported to those protocols.
SER CBR (see Figure 9.1) needs transaction read-sets in order to validate transactions (see its certify method). The first difference revealed by MUL CBR
(see Figure 9.2) is that it includes transaction isolation level as a part of the
broadcast message (line 14). The second difference is that read-set propagation is used only for PL-3 transactions (lines 15-16). In contrast to SER CBR,
the certify method of MUL CBR validates transactions depending on their
isolation level. PL-2 and PL-1 transactions do not require validation: atomic
broadcast together with local DBMS concurrency control are sufficient to forbid
the phenomena. PL-SI’ transactions only require checks for conflicts between
writes. Thus, reads are only involved in PL-3 transactions validation and, hence,
only in those cases the readset should be propagated. Notice that only a few
changes are required to the original protocol.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Init at Na
count ← 0
Upon t received at Na
t.start ← count
Execute t.
On t commit request at Na
ws.data ← wset(t)
ws.start ← t.start
ws.local ← Na
if (ws.data = ∅) then
t.commit ← count
send(c,COMMIT)
else
rs.data ← rset(t)
TO-bcast(N, hrs, wsi)
certify(rs, ws, wslista )
for (old ws ∈ wslista ) do
if (ws.start h old ws.commit) and
(rs.data ∩ old ws.data 6= ∅) and
(ws.local 6= old ws.local) then
return ABORT
return COMMIT

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Upon hrs, wsi reception at Na
mutex.lock
statust ← certify(rs, ws, wslista )
if (statust = COMMIT) then
count ← count +1
ws.commit ← count
if (ws.local 6= Na ) then
DB.apply(ws)
statust ← DB.commit(t)
if (statust = COMMIT) then
append(wslista , ws)
else DB.abort(t)
mutex.unlock
if (ws.local = Na ) then
send(c, statust )

Figure 9.1: SER CBR certification-based protocol.

MUL CBR fits perfectly with the MCBS scheme in Chapter 8.2.2 (page 70).
There is only one significant variation related on how conflicts between writesets
and local unvalidated transactions are resolved. This protocol assumes that a
certified writeset might be aborted by the local DBMS after certification due
to some integrity constraint. This process is assumed to be deterministic and,
thus, all local DBMS make the same decision about a given writeset. That may
increase the number of aborted transactions since some certified transactions
may abort. Then, RMSG histories may show less edges compared to the original
scheme but the scheme correctness can be applied anyway in this case.
To show that MUL CBR is correct we only need to prove that the virtual
clock based on counting committed updated transactions is consistent with the
assumptions made at the start of Chapter 8.2. Unfortunatelly, the partial order
associated to the timestamp calculation method used ni MUL CBR is not a
time-precedes order since, for example, sti = cti if Ti is a read-only transaction
and no other transaction commits in Ti ’s local replica while Ti is being executed.
However, it is possible to define the following transformation function f such
that the resulting transformed timestamps met with the assumptions made in
Chapter 8.2.
Definition 23 (Transformation funcion). Given a transaction Ti , the transformation function f is defined as follows:

f (sti ) = sti + 0.1
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Init at Na
count ← 0
Upon t received at Na
t.start ← count
Execute t.
On t commit request at Na
ws.data ← wset(t)
ws.start ← t.start
ws.local ← Na
if (ws.data = ∅) then
t.commit ← count
send(c,COMMIT)
else
ws.level ← t.level
if (t.level = PL-3)
rs.data ← rset(t)
else
rs.data ← 0
TO-bcast(N, hrs, wsi)
certify(rs, ws, wslista )
for (old ws ∈ wslista ) do
if (level = PL-3) and
(ws.start h old ws.commit) and
(rs.data ∩ old ws.data 6= ∅) and
(ws.local 6= old ws.local) then
return abort
else if (level = SI) and
(ws.start h old ws.commit) and
(ws.data ∩ old ws.data 6= ∅) then
return abort
return commit

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Upon hrs, wsi reception at Na
mutex.lock
statust ← certify(rs, ws, wslista )
if (statust = commit) then
count ← count +1
ws.commit ← count
if (ws.local 6= Na ) then
DB.apply(ws)
statust ← DB.commit(t)
if (statust = COMMIT) then
append(wslista , ws)
else DB.abort(t)
mutex.unlock
if (ws.local = Na ) then
send(c, statust )

Figure 9.2: MUL certification-based protocol.
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f (cti ) =



cti + 0.2
cti

if Ti is read-only
if Ti is update

We prove now that, given a history MUL CBR Hr over a set T of transactions,
Hr fulfils every of the Chapter 8.2’s assumptions:
• All nodes share the same start and commit timestamps: in this protocol
every transaction start timestamp is calculated at the local replica and
propagated to the rest of the nodes. Thus, all of them share this value.
The commit timestamp is calculated after the transaction is certified and
is going to commit. The certify function is deterministic if update transactions are validated in the same order at all replicas and that is ensured
by the reliable total-order primitive used to propagate transaction writesets (and reads for PL-3 transactions). Hence, all nodes get the same
commit timestamp for every transaction. The transformation function is
also deterministic and, hence, all nodes share the same values.
• f (sti ) < f (cti ) for any Ti ∈ T committed in Hr : the timestamp calculation is based on counting committed transactions. The transaction commit timestamp (lines 11 and 37) is calculated after the start timestamp
(line 5) and, thus, sti ≤ cti . If the transaction is an update transaction,
the commit timestamp is calculated in line 37 after increasing the local
timestamp counter and, hence, in that case sti < cti . The transformation
funcion adds 0.1 to all transactions start timestamp and 0.2 only to readonly transactions commit timestamps. Then, f (sti ) < f (cti ) regardless of
the transaction type.
• Given Ti , Tj ∈ T two committed transactions in Hr , f (sti ) < f (ctj ) or
f (ctj ) < f (sti ). The protocol assigns a start and commit timestamp to any
committed transaction and, hence, either sti < ctj , ctj < sti or sti = ctj .
In the first case f (sti ) < f (ctj ) since the function f only adds decimals
to the original timestamps which are always natural integers. Similarly,
f (ctj ) < f (sti ) in the second case. In the third case f adds 0.1 to sti and,
either, 0 (if Tj is an update transaction) or 0.2 (if Tj is read-only) to ctj .
Then, either, f (ctj ) < f (sti ) or f (sti ) < f (ctj ). So, f (sti ) < f (ctj ) or
f (ctj ) < f (sti ).
• Given two conflicting and committed transactions Ti and Tj , if ci < cj ∈
Hr then f (cti ) < f (ctj ). Notice that two transactions conflict if both
operate over the same item and at least one of them updates it. If Tj
is an update transaction then cti < ctj since cti and ctj are the number
of committed transactions when Ti and Tj commit, including their own
commit if they are update transactions, and Tj is an update transaction
and commits later. Since f only adds decimals and the commit timestamps
are natural numbers, f (cti ) < f (ctj ). If Ti is an update transaction but
Tj is read-only then cti ≤ ctj , f (cti ) = cti and f (ctj ) = ctj + 0.2. Hence,
f (cti ) < f (ctj ) anyway.
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Given a PL-SI’ transaction Ti , this protocol also ensures that Ti ’s snapshot
will include the updates of any other transaction Tj whose f (ctj ) < f (sti ).
If f (ctj ) < f (sti ) and Tj is an update transaction then necessarily ctj ≤ sti
since ctj and stj are natural numbers, f (cti ) = cti and f (sti ) = sti + 0.1. The
protocol assumes that Ti observes the last available snapshot at the local replica
when Ti starts and, hence, if ctj ≤ sti then, necessarily, Tj committed before
Ti started and, hence, is part of Ti ’s snapshot. If f (sti ) < f (ctj ) and Tj is an
update transaction then, necessarily sti < ctj and, hence, Tj committed after
Ti started and is not included in its snapshot.

9.2

Blocking SER-D

In this section we present a blocking version of Kemme’s weak-voting SER-D
protocol [32] and extend it to support other isolation levels. We call it blocking
because validation, update and end are executed as a single atomic step instead
of separated and a transaction will get blocked before starting its validation
step if any other transaction has been previously delivered and has not finished
yet. As the original SER-D, the blocking version is based on the deferred updates technique [3] to simplify the validation process. Deferred update protocols
execute only read operations during the processing step and delay writes until
transactions reach the validation or update steps. The serialisable version of
the blocking SER-D is presented in Figure 9.3.
When a transaction is delivered at its local replica only reads are executed. At
commit time, the deferred writes are gathered in a writeset and propagated to
all nodes in the system using a total-ordered multicast. Once a writeset W Si is
delivered in a node, the validation process starts aborting all active conflicting
transactions which have not been validated yet. Since those transactions have
not yet executed their writes, only conflicts involving local transaction reads and
the writeset writes are checked. If a transaction is aborted after propagating its
writeset, an abort message is also sent to all replicas. If a writeset is successfully
applied and an abort message has not been previously sent for that transaction,
a commit message is propagated instead. Notice that only a reliable message is
necessary to propagate abort and commit messages.
Blocking SER-D does not explicitly define any logical time but relies on the lockbased concurrency control to prevent isolation anomalies. Instead of aborting a
transaction in its validation step, with this protocol a transaction Ti is aborted in
its local node if a concurrent writeset is validated first and modifies items read by
Ti . With this early detection technique most transactions may be aborted before
propagating their writesets which improves the aborted transaction response
time and makes the protocol more network-effective than the original scheme.
If Ti is aborted after propagating its writeset, an abort message must be also
disseminated.
Blocking SER-D is highly inefficient since, once a transaction Ti starts its vali-
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Upon t received at Na
mutex.lock
t.state ← LOCAL
t.local ← Na
Execute t reads
mutex.unlock
On t commit request at Na
mutex.lock
ws.data ← wset(t)
ws.t ← t
if (ws.data 6= ∅) then
t.state ← SENT
TO-bcast(N,hwsi)
else
t.state ← COMMITTED
DB.commit(t)
mutex.unlock
getConflicts(ws)
conflicts ← ∅
active ← DB.getActiveTransactions()
for (t in active) do
if (rset(t) ∩ ws.data 6= ∅)
append(conflicts,t)
return conflicts

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Upon hwsi reception at Na
mutex.lock
if (ws.t.state 6= ABORTED) then
conflicting← DB.getConflicts(ws)
for (t in conflicting) do
if (t.state = LOCAL) then
DB.abort(t)
t.state ← ABORTED
send(C, ABORT)
if (t.state = SENT) then
R-bcast(N,habort,ti)
t.state ← ABORTED
DB.requestLocks(ws)
DB.apply(ws)
ws.t.state ← WRITE
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
R-bcast(N,hcommit,ws.ti)
msg ← waitForConfirmationMessage()
if (msg.status=COMMIT) then
ws.t.state ← COMMITTED
DB.commit(ws.t)
else if (msg.status=ABORT) then
ws.t.state ← ABORTED
DB.abort(ws.t)
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
send(c,msg.status)
mutex.unlock

Figure 9.3: Blocking SER-D weak-voting based protocol.
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dation in a given node, the next transactions delivered at that node must wait
until Ti is committed or aborted. However, with this protocol all writesets are
validated, applied and committed (or aborted) in delivery order and that is a
big advantage to support Snapshot Isolation.
As we see in Figure 9.4 and was also pointed out in Section 8.2.3, the final voting step is only necessary for PL-3 transactions since only that isolation level
requires to validate reads which are not propagated. Notice also that a explicit
logical time based on counting validated writesets is used to certify PL-SI’ transactions. Since all steps among validation and end are applied in a single atomic
step, we guarantee that any PL-SI’ Ti transaction gets a snapshot including the
updates of all transactions with a commit-timestamp smaller or equal to Ti ’s
start timestamp. If that is not ensured, the lost-update phenomenon [6], forbidden by Snapshot Isolation, and other inconsistencies may appear during the
execution of a PL-SI’ transaction. As we show later with MUL-D and has been
also studied in other works [38], a variation of the original SER-D supporting
Snapshot Isolation does not ensure this unless PL-SI’ transactions get blocked
until any pending validated PL-3 transaction commit or aborts, specially if it
writes something the PL-SI’ transaction reads.
As MWVS, the blocking version of MUL-D ensures that all nodes commit the
same writesets in the same order. Notice that the certification process and the
timestamp rely on the validation order, which is the same at all nodes, PL-3
transactions fate is exclusively decided by their local node and PL-1 and PL-2
transactions are always committed by the protocol. Hence, MUL-D correctness
can be proved similarly to the MWVS scheme if we use the transformation
function presented in Definition 23.

9.3

Non-blocking SER-D

This protocol shows how the original SER-D protocol [32] can be modified to
support other isolation levels as well. Unlike Blocking SER-D, the non-blocking
version updates and commits transactions in two separated steps such that two
non-conflictive transactions can be executed in any order at two different replicas. This protocol is also based on the deferred writes optimisation which consists in delaying the execution of write operations until the end of the validation
step to simplify the conflict resolution.
As the blocking version, non-blocking SER-D takes advantage of local lock-based
DBMSs. Instead of aborting the transaction being validated, in the validation
step a writeset will abort conflicting transactions not yet validated and will get
blocked by those waiting for the confirmation message. Locks ensure that never
two conflicting transactions writesets are applied in different order at different
replicas.
Once W Si is validated at its local node, a commit message is propagated unless
an abort message for this transaction was previously sent. Notice that abort
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Init at Na
counta ← 0
wslista ← ∅
Upon t received at Na
mutex.lock
t.start ← counta
t.state ← LOCAL
t.local ← Na
Execute t reads
mutex.unlock
On t commit request at Na
mutex.lock
ws.data ← wset(t)
ws.t ← t
if (ws.data 6= ∅) then
t.state ← SENT
TO-bcast(N,hwsi)
else
t.state ← COMMITTED
DB.commit(t)
mutex.unlock
getConflicts(ws)
conflicts ← ∅
active ← DB.getActiveTransactions()
for (t in active) do
if (t.level = PL-3) and
(rset(t) ∩ ws 6= ∅) then
append(conflicts,t)
return conflicts
certify(ws, wslista )
if (ws.t.level = PL-SI) then
for (old ws ∈ wslista ) do
if (ws.start < old ws.commit) and
(old ws.data ∪ ws.data 6= ∅) then
return ABORT
return COMMIT
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Upon hwsi reception at Na
mutex.lock
if (ws.t.state 6= ABORTED) then
counta ← counta +1
ws.t.commit ← counta
conflicting← DB.getConflicts(ws, wslista )
for (t in conflicting) do
if (t.state = LOCAL) then
DB.abort(t)
t.state ← ABORTED
send(c, ABORT)
if (t.state = SENT) then
R-bcast(N,habort,ti)
t.state ← ABORTED
DB.requestLocks(ws)
statust ← certify(ws,wslista )
if (statust = ABORT) then
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
DB.abort(ws.t)
send(c, statust )
else
DB.apply(ws.t)
if (ws.t.level 6= PL-3) then
DB.commit(ws.t)
append(wslista ,ws)
ws.t.state ← COMMITTED
send(c, statust )
else
ws.t.state ← WRITE
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
R-bcast(N,hcommit,ws.ti)
msg ← waitForConfirmationMessage()
if (msg.status = COMMIT) then
ws.t.state ← COMMITTED
DB.commit(ws.t)
append(wslista ,ws)
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
send(c, COMMIT)
else
ws.t.state ← ABORTED
DB.abort(ws.t)
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
send(c, ABORT)
mutex.unlock

Figure 9.4: Blocking MUL-D weak-voting based protocols.
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Upon t received at Na
mutex.lock
t.state ← LOCAL
t.local ← Na
Execute t reads
mutex.unlock
On t commit request at Na
mutex.lock
ws.local ← Na
ws.data ← wset(t)
ws.t ← t
if (ws.data 6= ∅) then
t.state ← SENT
TO-bcast(N,hwsi)
else
t.state ← COMMITTED
DB.commit(t)
mutex.unlock
Upon hwsi reception at Na
mutex.lock
if (ws.t.state 6= ABORTED) then
conflicting← DB.getConflicts(ws)
for (t in conflicting) do
if (t.state = LOCAL) then
DB.abort(t)
t.state ← ABORTED
send(C, ABORT)
if (t.state = SENT) then
t.state ← ABORTED
R-bcast(N,habort,ti)
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DB.requestLocks(ws)
DB.apply(ws)
ws.t.state ← WRITE
if (ws.t.local = Na ) then
ws.t.state ← COMMITTED
R-bcast(N,hcommit,ws.ti)
mutex.unlock
Upon hcommit,ti reception at Na
mutex.lock
DB.commit(t)
if (t.local = Na ) then
send(c,COMMIT)
mutex.unlock
Upon habort,ti reception Na
mutex.lock
DB.abort(t)
if (t.local = Na ) then
send(c,ABORT)
mutex.unlock
getConflicts(ws)
conflicts ← ∅
active ← DB.getActiveTransactions()
for (t in active) do
if (rset(t) ∩ ws.data 6= ∅)
append(conflicts,t)
return conflicts

Figure 9.5: Non-blocking SER-D weak-voting protocol.
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and commit messages are sent using only a reliable multicast. W Si commits
once the commit message is delivered. If an abort message arrives instead, the
writeset is aborted.
As Figure 9.6 shows up, the multiple isolation level version of the SER-D, named
as Non-blocking MUL-D or simply MUL-D, has many differences with the original protocol. MUL-D mixes SER-D with SI-D, the Snapshot Isolation version
also presented by Kemme. SER-D and SI-D differ in many aspects. One of
them is how writesets are validated. As SI-D, with MUL-D a PL-SI’ writeset is
aborted if there is a write-dependency with any concurrent transaction previously validated. Whether two transactions are considered concurrent depend on
their start and commit timestamps which are calculated by counting the number
of validated writesets (count in the algorithm) when a transaction starts in the
system (t.start) and when enters the validation step (t.commit) respectively.
The absence of a final voting round is another big difference among SI-D and
SER-D and that is also reflected in MUL-D. Thus, in MUL-D, all nodes can decide every transaction’s fate by themselves without waiting for the local node’s
decision unless for PL-3 transactions, which still need a final voting step. So,
from that point of view, SI-D is a symmetric protocol (like certification-based
ones) while SER-D is asymmetric due to this final voting round and that’s why
MUL-D acts like a weak-voting protocol only for PL-3 transactions and as a
certification-based protocol when transactions request any other isolation level.
To ensure the protocol correctness, it assumes that every PL-SI’ transaction Ti
must get the snapshot including the updates of any transaction Tj such that
ctj ≤ sti . As with original SI-D, that is ensured by using write locks even for
PL-SI’ transactions. Those locks are taken during validation and released once
the transaction finishes committing or aborting. A solution based on counting
timestamps on commit time instead than in validation process can not be used
since PL-3 commit and abort messages are sent using only a reliable broadcast
and are not totally ordered. Hence, their delivery order may vary among nodes
and transaction may get a different commit timestamp at different nodes.
PL-2 and PL-1 transactions are never aborted during the validation step. Notice
that writes are deferred and their locks requested in delivery order which ensures
the absence of cycles composed only by write-dependency edges. Local DBMSs
also ensure that only committed values are seen by PL-2 transactions which also
avoids all G1 phenomena. Thus, no extra validation is needed.
Since the protocol is based on locks, PL-3 and PL-2 reads will get blocked by
the local node DBMS if any other transaction is holding a write lock on the
same item. Since write locks are requested in an atomic step during validation,
those transactions will always see the update performed by the last validated
transaction by the time the read is performed, as soon as that transaction finally
commits. Hence, if a PL-2 or PL-3 transaction Ti reads a value xj established
by Tj then ctj ≤ cti .
The correctness proof is almost identical to the MWVS one. Actually, the main
difference is that, in this case, non-conflicting PL-3 transactions may abort in
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Init at Na
counta ← 0
wslista ← ∅
Upon t received at Na
mutex.lock
t.start ← counta
t.state ← LOCAL
t.local ← Na
Execute t reads
mutex.unlock
On t commit request at Na
mutex.lock
ws.local ← Na
ws.data ← wset(t)
ws.t ← t
if (ws.data 6= ∅) then
t.state ← SENT
TO-bcast(N,hwsi)
else
t.state ← COMMITTED
DB.commit(t)
mutex.unlock
Upon hwsi reception at Na
mutex.lock
if (ws.t.state 6= ABORTED) then
counta ← counta +1
ws.t.commit ← counta
conflicting← DB.getConflicts(ws, wslista )
for (t in conflicting) do
if (t.state = LOCAL) then
DB.abort(t)
t.state ← ABORTED
send(c, ABORT)
if (t.state = SENT) then
R-bcast(N,habort,ti)
t.state ← ABORTED
DB.requestLocks(ws)
statust ← certify(ws,wslista )
if (statust = ABORT) then
if (ws.local = Na ) then
DB.abort(ws.t)
send(c, statust )
ws.t.state ← ABORTED
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else
DB.apply(ws)
if (ws.t.level 6= PL-3) then
DB.commit(ws)
append(wslista ,ws)
ws.t.state ← COMMITTED
send(c, statust )
else
ws.state ← WRITE
if (ws.local = Na ) then
ws.t.state ← COMMITTED
R-bcast(N,hcommit,ws.ti)
mutex.unlock
Upon hcommit,ti reception at Na
mutex.lock
DB.commit(t)
append(wslista ,ws)
if (t.local = Na ) then
send(c, COMMIT)
mutex.unlock
Upon habort,ti reception Na
mutex.lock
DB.abort(t)
if (t.local = Na ) then
send(c, ABORT)
mutex.unlock
getConflicts(ws)
conflicts ← ∅
active ← DB.getActiveTransactions()
for (t in active) do
if (t.level = PL-3) and
(rset(t) ∩ ws.data 6= ∅) then
return conflicts
append(conflicts,t)
certify(ws, wslista )
if (ws.t.level = PL-SI) then
for (old ws ∈ wslista ) do
if (ws.start < old ws.commit) and
(old ws.data ∩ ws.data) then
return ABORT
return COMMIT

Figure 9.6: Non-blocking MUL-D weak-voting protocol.
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different order which messes up Lemma 6 and first part of Theorem 4, the
one in which we explain how commit and start timestamps are ordered for
every type RMSG obligatory edge. Thus, we now prove that Non-blocking
MUL-D orders starts and commits exactly in the same way MWVS does and,
hence, the second part of the theorem can be safely applied to finally prove the
protocol correctness. Even read-only transactions commit-timestamps are never
calculated in the protocol, we assume it is the number of validated transactions
when the transaction commits at its local replica. As with MUL CBR and
MUL-D, we also use the transformation function f from Definition 23.
Given a history Hr , an edge e is obligatory in RM SG(Hr ) if:
ww
• e = Ti −→
Tj : since the protocol validates writesets in delivery order
and in a single atomic step, the commit-timestamp is calculated during
that step which is atomic and the write locks are requested at the end
of validation, Tj ’s writeset has been delivered after Ti ’s one and, hence,
cti < ctj and f (cti ) < f (ctj ). Recall that the function f only adds
decimals to the timestamps which are natural numbers.

wr
• e = Ti −→
Tj and Tj is PL-2, PL-SI’ or PL-3: since we assume a lockbased correct DBMS, PL-2, PL-3 and PL-SI’ transactions only observe
committed values. Furthermore, reads are executing at the beginning in
the local replica and writes at the end of the validation step, after propagation. Hence, if Tj observes a Ti update necessarily Ti has been validated
before Tj and cti ≤ ctj . If Tj is an update transaction then also cti < ctj
and f (cti ) < f (ctj ) since the timestamp is increased before assigning the
commit-timestamp to every validated transaction. If Tj requested PL-SI’
then the protocol itself assumes that it will see the updates performed
by transactions with a commit-timestamp lower or equal to Tj ’s starttimestap. Then, in that case, cti ≤ stj . Since Ti is an update transaction,
f (cti ) = cti and f (stj ) = stj + 0.1. Thus, f (cti ) < f (stj ).

rw
• e = Ti −→
Tj and Ti is PL-SI’ or PL-3: since the protocol assumes that
a PL-SI’ transaction observes the updates of all transactions validated
before the PL-SI’ transaction started, if Ti is PL-SI’ then sti < ctj and,
hence, f (sti ) < f (ctj ) because the timestamps are natural numbers and
f only adds decimals. If Tj is PL-3 then W Sj will abort Ti if W Sj is
validated while Ti is active but before it is validated. Hence, either Ti is
validated first or Ti starts after Tj is validated. In the first case, cti < ctj
and, then, f (cti ) < f (ctj ). In the second case, Ti reads will get blocked
by Tj writes and the anti-dependency will never happen. Concluding,
f (cti ) < f (ctj ).

The rest of the correctness proof is identical to the last part of Theorem 4.
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Conclusions

It seems that certification-based protocols are easier to adapt to support multiple
isolation levels and, most important, it can be extended in a more optimized way
when PL-SI’ transactions come into play. Weak-voting protocols need to block
at least some PL-SI’ transactions to avoid inconsistencies and that may have
an important impact in their performance. However, weak-voting may be an
interesting alternative when most transactions request PL-3 isolation level since
readsets do not need to be propagated. Furthermore, weak-voting is specially
appealing to properly support integrity constraints and we also suggest to use
that kind of protocols when those constraints are an important issue.

Part IV

Conclusion
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Conclusions
Nowadays, most information systems are distributed and have high availability
requirements. Usually, the applications used on top of such a distributed system
are unaware of the underlying architecture. Hence, it is important that database
replication protocols provide the same functionality of a stand-alone DBMS
without compromising any of the replication advantages, i.e., availability and
scalability. Unfortunately, achieving true transparent replication is not a trivial
task.
We have addressed the problem of supporting multiple isolation levels in existing ROWAA replication protocols. The authors of [16] identified this problem
as one of the challenges in database replication. Most existing replication solutions support a single isolation level which is generally one of the strictest:
serialisability or snapshot isolation.
In this Ph.D. Thesis we have identified the conditions under which replication
protocols may manage multiple isolation levels transparently and proven that
protocols that satisfy these conditions are correct. To this end, we suggest a new
Snapshot Isolation level definition which fits better with the dependency graphs
used as a base representation of transaction conflicts [1]. This definition unifies
the base SI definition and the generalised version [6] suggested in other works
[1, 19]. We have then modified the popular ROWAA-based replication scheme to
support different isolation levels. As an example, we have further demonstrated
how these extensions can be applied to specific protocols. The majority of the
replication solutions under consideration require only minor changes to support
multiple isolation levels, which may result in an improved degree of concurrency and minor transaction completion times for those transactions that can
be executed in a relaxed isolation level.
Our model is general enough to be applied to any database replication protocol.
As a possible future work we plan to use this model in order to prove the correctness of several existing metaprotocols (e.g., [49]) that concurrently support
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several replication protocols, each being able to support a different isolation
level.

Part V

Appendices
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Appendices
The aim of these appendices is to provide the necessary basis for proving the
correctness of Theorem 2 (given in Chapter A.5). To this end, Section A.1 introduces a Lemma referenced during Theorem 1 correctness proof in Chapter 5
(page 41). Section A.2 proves that valid histories H correctly manage Snapshot
Isolation. Section A.3 proves that valid replicated histories also correctly manage SI transactions. Section A.4 presents several properties derived from Def.
21 that will provide lemmas needed in Section A.5, where Theorem 2 correctness
is detailed.

A.1

Chapter 5 lemmas

Lemma 8 (Start and commit orderings by <c in PL-SI’ histories). Given a PLSI’ history H produced by a scheduler based on a conflict-aware time-precedes
order <c , si <c cj if
a) A path P in SSG(H) connects nodes Ti and Tj and
b) P is a directed path from Ti to Tj and
c) P does not contain two consecutive anti-dependency edges.
Proof. The proof is separated in two complementary parts. The first one focuses
on paths without anti-dependency edges and the second one covers paths with
at least one anti-dependency edge:
a) P is composed only by start and dependency edges: then
s/ww/wr
s/ww/wr
...
trivially si <c cj . Given p = Ti −→ T0 −→
Tm −→ Tj , by <c
first condition ci <c s0 , ..., cm <c sj . Since <c is a time-precedes
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order, sk <c ck for any node Tk , si <c ci <c s0 <c ... <c cm <c
sj <c cj and, thus, si <c cj .
b) P has at least one anti-dependency edge: we prove si <c cj
by induction over the length of P , n:
• Base case (n = 2): P contains a single edge e which necessarily is an anti-dependency. By <c third condition, si <c cj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
rw
• Induction step (n = l): imagine e = Tk −→
Tk+1 is one of
the anti-dependency edges of P . Thus, by <c third condition,
sk <c ck+1 . The previous and the next edges Tk−1 −→ Tk and
Tk+1 −→ Tk+2 are start or dependency edges because there
aren’t two consecutive anti-dependency edges. Thus, by <c
second condition, ck−1 <c sk and ck+1 <c sk+2 . The paths
from Ti to Tk−1 and from Tk+2 to Tj are less than l − 1 and,
by the induction hypothesis, si <c ck−1 and sk+2 <c cj . Thus,
si <c ck−1 <c sk <c ck+1 <c sk+2 <c cj . Exactly the same
proof can be used when e is the first or last edge in P . In this
case, the next or previous edge must be a dependency and the
induction hypothesis is applied to the subpath from this edge
to Tj if e is the first edge or to Ti if it is the last one.

A.2

Snapshot correctness in valid histories

Adya restates the Snapshot Isolation definition by introducing two properties
which must be ensured in any SI history [1]. He calls those properties Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write. Snapshot Read says that all reads performed
by a transaction Ti occur at its start point. Snapshot Write is equivalent to
first-committer wins rule which states that Ti cannot commit if it modifies the
same item that Tj , both transactions are concurrent and Tj commits first. We
slightly modify those properties to be suitable in executions when not all transactions request Snapshot Isolation. Later we proof that any valid history H
fulfils Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write for all involved committed PL-SI’
transactions.
Definition 24 (Snapshot Read). Being H a history representing an execution
of a set of transactions T , H has the Snapshot Read property if a time-precedes
order <t is defined over H such that for every PL-SI’ transaction Ti and any
other transaction Tj :
wr
(a) If Tj −→
Ti ∈ DSG(H) then cj <t si .
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rw
(b) If Ti −→
Tj ∈ DSG(H) then si <t cj .

Definition 25 (Snapshot Write). Being H a history representing an execution
of a set of transactions T , H has the Snapshot Write property if a time-precedes
order <t is defined over H such that for every PL-SI’ transaction Ti and any
other transaction Tj :
ww
(a) If Tj −→
Ti ∈ DSG(H) then cj <t si .
ww
(b) If Ti −→
Tj ∈ DSG(H) then ci <t cj .

Unlike Adya’s Snapshot Write property, we cannot assure ci <t sj in condition
(b) because Tj may request any possible isolation level. If it requests SI then
condition (a) ensures that ci <t sj as Adya states.
Before proving that any valid history H correctly manages SI we first need to
introduce the concept of fixed ordering and some lemmas.
Definition 26 (SI Fixed Ordering). Given a history H, the set O of start and
commit operations of transactions committed in H and a time-precedes order <t
such that it fulfils Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties, oi <t oj is SI
fixed in <t if their ordering can be deduced from Snapshot Read and Snapshot
Write conditions.
The following lemmas introduce some cases where two operations in O are fixed.
Lemma 9 (SI start and commit ordering 1). Given a valid history H and its
DSG(H) = (V, E), the set O of start and commit operations of transactions
committed in H, si , cj ∈ O and <t a time-precedes order of O which fulfils
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties, si <t cj is fixed iff there is
a directed path P = (Vp ⊆ V, Ep ⊆ E) from Ti to Tj without two adjacent
anti-dependency edges and composed only by the kind of edges contemplated in
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties (dependency-edges ending in a
PL-SI’ transaction and anti-dependencies and write-dependency edges starting
with a PL-SI’ transaction).
Proof. This proof is very similar to Lemma 3 proof. Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write conditions only directly order start and commit operations if they
are connected by a write-dependency edge in DSG(H) involving a PL-SI’ transaction, a read-dependency edge ending in a PL-SI’ transaction or an antidependency starting in a PL-SI’ transaction. Thus, if si <t cj there must
be a path P connecting Ti and Tj and composed only by those kind of edges.
Similarly to Lemma 3, we prove that this path P fulfils the conditions described
in the lemma. We split the proof in two parts:
a) si <c cj is fixed if there is a directed path P which fulfils
Lemma 9 conditions. We prove it by induction over the length n
of P .
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• Base case (n = 2): P is composed by a single edge e =
Ti −→ Tj . If e is a dependency edge ending with a PL-SI’
transaction then ci <t sj by conditions (a) of Snapshot Read
and Snapshot Write. Since <t is a time-precedes order (See
Definition 6 condition (a)), si <t ci , sj <t cj and, hence, si <t
ci <t sj <t cj . If e is an anti-dependency edge we get si <t cj
directly from Snapshot Read condition (b). Finally, if e is a
write-dependency edge starting with a PL-SI’ transaction we
get ci <t cj . Again, since si <t ci from Definition 6 condition
(a), si <t ci <t cj . In all cases si <t cj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P length is n = l > 2. Then,
P = Ti −→ Tk −→ Tj where e = Tk −→ Tj is P ’s last edge and
P ′ the subpath from Ti to Tk . P ′ is a l − 1 length directed path
without two adjacent anti-dependency edges and, thus, from
the induction hypothesis si <t ck . Depending on e’s type the
following possibilities arise:
– e is a read-dependency edge. In that case, by Snapshot
Read condition (b) we get ck <t sj . Then, si <c ck <c sj .
By Definition 6 condition (a), si <c sj <c cj .
– e is a write-dependency edge. If e finishes with a PL-SI’
transaction then, by Snapshot Write condition (a), ck <t sj
and, like with read-dependencies, si <t ck <t sj <t cj . If e
starts with a PL-SI’ transaction then ck <t cj and, hence,
si <t ck <t cj .
– e is an anti-dependency edge. By Snapshot Read condition (b) we get sk <c cj . Since P length n > 2 then the
P ′′
e′
length of P ′ is at least two and P ′ = Ti −→
Tk−1 −→
Tk .
e′ is a dependency edge ending with a PL-SI’ transaction since P has not two adjacent anti-dependency edges
(Tk is PL-SI’ because we assume P only contains antidependencies starting with PL-SI’ transactions and e is an
anti-dependency). Thus, ck−1 <c sk and, then, ck−1 <c
sk <k cj . If P ′′ is length 1 (the only two edges are e and
e′ ) then Tk−1 = Ti . Since si <c ci (from Definition 6 condition (a)), si <c ci <c sk <c cj . If P ′′ ’s length is greater
than 1, by the induction hypothesis si <c ck−1 since P ′′
is also a subpath of P and, hence, it is a directed path
without two adjacent anti-dependency edges of length < l.
In that case si <c ck−1 <c sk <c cj . In both cases we get
si <c cj .
b) There is a directed path P from Ti to Tj composed only by
dependencies ending with a PL-SI’ transaction and write-
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dependencies and anti-dependencies starting with a PLSI’ transaction and without two adjacent anti-dependency
edges in DSG(H) if si <c cj is fixed. As we previously said,
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write only fix si and cj if Ti and Tj
are connected by a path P ∈ DSG(H) composed by such kind of
edges. We prove by induction that P is also a directed path and fits
with all the lemma conditions.
• Base case (n = 2): since P is composed by a single edge e, no
two adjacent anti-dependency edges may exist in P . As si <c
cj then, by Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write conditions e
must be a dependency edge or an anti-dependency edge starting
ww
from Ti and ending in Tj . If e = Ti −→
Tj then ci <t sj
if Tj is PL-SI’ or ci <t cj if Ti is PL-SI’ by Snapshot Write
conditions (a) and (b). In the first case, si <t ci <t sj <t
cj by Definition 6 condition (a). In the second case we get
wr
si <t ci <t cj . Similarly, if e = Ti −→
Tj then ci <t sj
from Snapshot Read condition (a) and si <t cj by Definition 6
rw
Tj then directly si <t cj
condition (a). Finally, if e = Ti −→
by Snapshot Read condition (b). If e goes from Tj to Ti we can
never deduce si <t cj from Snapshot Read, Snapshot Write
and time-precedes order conditions. Thus P is a directed path
from Ti to Tj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P ’s length is n = l > 2. Take any
edge e ∈ Ep such that P = P ′ Tk −→ Tl P ′′ , P ′ and P ′′ are
subwalks of P in DSG(H), P ′ starts with edge Ti and P ′′ ends
with edge Tj and e = Tk −→ Tl . P ′ and P ′′ are of length < l
and at least one of them is of length > 1 since n > 2. e must
be of one of the following types:
– e is a read-dependency edge: Tl must be PL-SI’ since only
those read-dependencies fix operations due to Snapshot
Read condition (a). Then, ck <c sl . Since si <c cj is
fixed due to P , si <c ck <c sl <c cj and, hence, si <c ck
and sl <c cj are fixed. From the induction hypothesis, P ′
and P ′′ are directed paths and fulfil this lemma conditions.
P ′ goes from Ti to Tk and P ′′ from Tl to Tj . Since the connecting edge e is not an anti-dependency edge, the resulting
concatenated walk P is also a directed path without two
consecutive anti-dependency edges.
– e is a write-dependency edge: in this case at least Tk or
Tl are PL-SI’ since only in those cases operations of different transactions are fixed in Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write. If Tl is PL-SI’ then ck <t sl and the rest
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of the proof is identical to the read-dependency case. If
Tl is not PL-SI’ then Tk is PL-SI’ and, hence, ck <t cl
and si <t ck <t cl <t cj . By the induction hypothesis,
since si <t ck then P ′ subpath fulfils the lemma conditions.
Since cl <t cj and sl <t cl due to Definition 6 condition
(a), sl <t cj and hence P ′′ is a directed edge from Tl to Tj
and so it is P = P ′ eP ′′ .
– e is an anti-dependency edge: since P only includes antidependencies starting with a PL-SI’ transaction, sk <t cl
by Snapshot Read condition (b). Since we assume si <t cj
is also fixed due to P , si <t sk and cl <t cj . Since sk <t ck
and sl <t cl (from Definition 6 condition (a)), si <t ck and
sl <t cj . If P ′ and P ′′ are of length > 2, by the induction
hypothesis, P ′ and P ′′ are directed paths without two adjacent anti-dependency edges, the first goes from Ti to Tk and
the second one from Tl to Tj . Assume e′ = Tk−1 −→ Tk the
edge just before e and e′′ = Tl −→ Tl+1 the edge just after
e. Since sk <t cl then si <t ok−1 <t sk <s cl <s ol+1 <t cj
where ok−1 and ol+1 are either the start or commit operation of Tk−1 and Tl+1 . Since Snapshot Read and Snapshot
Write conditions only explicitly order starts with commits
or commits with commits for a given edge but never starts
with starts, ok−1 must be ck−1 and e′ is a dependency
edge since only Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write conditions (a) order those operations that way. If ol+1 = sl+1
then e is a dependency edge ending in a PL-SI’ transaction. If ol+1 = cl+1 then Tl is PL-SI’ and e′′ is a writedependency edge. Thus, the path composed by P ′ , e and
P ′′ is a directed path from Ti to Tj without two adjacent
anti-dependency edges. The cases when P ′ or P ′′ are of
length 1 can be similarly deduced but taking into account
that Tl = Tj or Ti = Tk respectively.

Lemma 10 (SI start an commit ordering 2). Given a valid history H and its
DSG(H) = (V, E), the set O of start and commit operations of transactions
committed in H, si , cj ∈ O and <t a time-precedes order of O which fulfils
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties, ci <t cj is fixed iff there is
a directed path P = (Vp ⊆ V, Ep ⊆ E) from Ti to Tj without two adjacent
anti-dependency edges and composed only by the kind of edges contemplated in
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties (dependency-edges ending in a
PL-SI’ transaction and anti-dependencies and write-dependency edges starting
with a PL-SI’ transaction) and P starts with a dependency edge.
Proof.

a) ci <c cj is fixed if there is a directed path P which
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fulfils Lemma 10 conditions. We prove it by induction over the
length n of P .
• Base case (n = 2): P is composed by a single edge e =
Ti −→ Tj which is a dependency edge. If Tj is PL-SI’ then, by
Snapshot Read condition (a) and Snapshot Write condition (a),
ci <t sj . Since sj <t cj by Definition 6 condition (a), ci <t cj .
If e is a write-dependency starting with a PL-SI’ transaction
then, by Snapshot Write condition (b), ci <t cj directly.
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P length is n = l > 2. Then, P = eP ′
where e = Ti −→ Tk is P ’s first edge, which by assumption is a
dependency edge, and P ′ the subpath from Tk to Tj . P and P ′
fulfil Lemma 9 conditions and, hence, sk <t cj . If Tk is a PL-SI’
transaction then, by Snapshot Read condition (a) and Snapshot
Write condition (a), ci <t sk and, hence, ci <t cj . Otherwise,
e is a write-dependency starting with a PL-SI’ transaction and
Tk is not PL-SI’. Hence ci <t ck and the first edge in P ′ must
be a dependency edge since, by assumption, P only contains
anti-dependencies starting with a PL-SI’ transaction and Tk is
not PL-SI’. By the induction hypothesis, ck <t cj and ci <t cj .
b) There is a directed path P fulfilling Lemma 10 conditions
if ci <c cj is fixed. As we previously said, Snapshot Read and
Snapshot Write only directly fix ci and cj if Ti and Tj are connected
by a path P ∈ DSG(H). We prove by induction that P fits with all
the expected conditions.
• Base case (n = 2): since P is composed by a single edge e, no
two adjacent anti-dependency edges may exist in P . As ci <t cj
then, by Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write conditions (a) and
(b) e must be a dependency edge starting from Ti and ending
in Tj . If Tj is PL-SI’ then, by Snapshot Read condition (a)
and Snapshot Write condition (a), ci <t sj and, by Definition
6 condition (a), ci <t sj <t cj . If e is a write-dependency and
Ti is PL-SI’ then, by Snapshot Write condition (b) ci <t cj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P ’s length is n = l > 2, P = eP ′ and
ci <t cj due to P . Since si <t ci by Definition 6 condition (a),
si <t ci <t cj and P fulfils Lemma 9. Hence, e = Ti −→ Tk and
P ′ goes from Tk to Tj . Since P ′ also fulfils Lemma 9 conditions,
sk <t cj . If the first edge of P ′ is a dependency edge then also
ck <t cj by the induction hypothesis. Since P = eP ′ and
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ci <t cj due to P , ci <t sk <t cj or ci <t ck <t cj if Tk is a
dependency edge. Then, by Snapshot Read condition (a) and
Snapshot Write conditions (a) and (b), necessarily e must be
a dependency edge ending in a PL-SI’ transaction or a writedependency starting with a PL-SI’ transaction. Note that if e
is an anti-dependency then ci <t sk or ci <t ck are never fixed.

Lemma 11 (SI start an commit ordering 3). Given a valid history H and its
DSG(H) = (V, E), the set O of start and commit operations of transactions
committed in H, si , cj ∈ O and <t a time-precedes order of O which fulfils
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties, si <t sj is fixed iff there is
a directed path P = (Vp ⊆ V, Ep ⊆ E) from Ti to Tj without two adjacent
anti-dependency edges and composed only by the kind of edges contemplated in
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties (dependency-edges ending in a
PL-SI’ transaction and anti-dependencies and write-dependency edges starting
with a PL-SI’ transaction) and P ends with a dependency edge ending with a
PL-SI’ transaction.
Proof. We can proof this Lemma in a similar way we done for Lemma 10.
a) si <c sj is fixed if there is a directed path P which fulfils
Lemma 11 conditions. We prove it by induction over the length
n of P .
• Base case (n = 2): P is composed by a single edge e = Ti −→
Tj which is a dependency edge ending in a PL-SI’ transaction.
By Snapshot Read condition (a) and Snapshot Write condition
(a), ci <t sj . Since si <t ci by 6 condition (a), si <t sj .
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P length is n = l > 2. Then, P = P ′ e
where e = Tk −→ Tj is P ’s last edge and P ′ the subpath from Ti
to Tk . P and P ′ fulfil Lemma 9 conditions and, hence, si <t ck .
By assumption e is a dependency edge and Tj is PL-SI’ and,
by Snapshot Read condition (a) and Snapshot Write condition
(a), ck <t sj . Hence, si <t sj .
b) There is a directed path P fulfiling Lemma 11 conditions if
si <c sj is fixed. Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write only directly
fixes si and sj if Ti and Tj are connected by a path P ∈ DSG(H).
We prove by induction that P fits with all the expected conditions.
• Base case (n = 2): since P is composed by a single edge e,
no two adjacent anti-dependency edges may exist in P . As
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si <t sj then, by Snapshot Read condition (a) and Snapshot
Write conditions (a), e must be a dependency edge starting
from Ti and ending in Tj and Tj is PL-SI’. In that case, ci <t sj
and, from 6 condition (a), si <t ci and si <t sj . In any other
case si <t sj cannot be fixed with a single edge.
• Induction hypothesis (n < l): the lemma holds if P is n < l
length.
• Induction step (n = l): P ’s length is n = l > 2, P = P ′ e and
si <t sj due to P . Since sj <t cj by Definition 6 condition (a),
si <t sj <t cj and P fulfils Lemma 9. Hence, e = Tk −→ Ti and
P ′ goes from Ti to Tk . Since P ′ also fulfils Lemma 9 conditions,
si <t ck . Since P = P ′ e and si <t sj due to P , si <t ck <t sj
or, by induction hypothesis, si <t sk <t sj if Tk is a dependency
edge ending in a PL-SI’ transaction. In the first case e must
be a dependency edge and Tj is a PL-SI’ transaction since,
otherwise, ck <t sj can never be deduced from Snapshot Read
and Snapshot Write conditions. In the second case, again by
induction hypothesis e is a dependency edge ending with a PLSI’ transaction.

Lemma 12 (SI start an commit ordering 4). Given a valid history H and its
DSG(H) = (V, E), the set O of start and commit operations of transactions
committed in H, si , cj ∈ O and <t a time-precedes order of O such that it
fulfils Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write conditions, ci <t sj is fixed iff there
is a directed path P = (Vp ⊆ V, Ep ⊆ E) from Ti to Tj without two adjacent
anti-dependency edges and composed only by the kind of edges contemplated in
Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties (dependency-edges ending in a
PL-SI’ transaction and anti-dependencies and write-dependency edges starting
with a PL-SI’ transaction), P starts and finishes with a dependency edge and
the last vertex in the path is PL-SI’.
Proof. This proof is a combinations of previous Lemmas.
If ci <t sj is fixed then, since si <t ci and sj <t cj from Definition 6 condition
(a), ci <t cj , si <t sj and si <t cj . Then, exists a directed path P which fulfils
Lemmas 9, 10 and 11 conditions, starts with a dependency edge and ends with
a dependency edge finishing in a PL-SI’ transaction which proves one of the
directions of the Lemma.
If we assume exists a path P from Ti to Tj which fulfils this Lemma conditions
then P also fulfils Lemma 9, 10 and 11 conditions. Then, si <t cj , ci <t cj and
si <t sj . Since the last edge e = Tk −→ Tj in P is a dependency edge and Tj
is PL-SI’, ck <t sj . If Ti = Tk (P length is 2) then this is it. Otherwise, from
Lemma 10 ci <t cj due to P and, hence, ci <t ck <t sj <t cj and ci <t sj .
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Notice that edges considered in Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties
are actually obligatory edges in EMSG. Thus, Lemmas 9, 10, 11 and 12 are also
true if we use EMSG instead of DSG.
Theorem 7 (Snapshot Correctness). Being H a valid history representing an
execution of a set of transactions T , a time-precedes order <t is defined over H
such that both fulfil Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties.

Proof. This proof is very similar to Theorem 1 proof. By absurd reduction, we
assume that the set O of start and commit operations of committed transactions
in H cannot be ordered by a time-precedes order <t such that Snapshot Read
and Snapshot Write conditions are fulfilled. That ordering is impossible only if
a contradiction may appear when O is scheduled following <t . In other words,
if it is possible to have oi ∈ Ti and oj ∈ Tj (oi 6= oj ) such that oi , oj ∈ O,
oi <t oj and oj <t oi .
If oi = si and oj = cj then si <t cj and cj <t si . From Lemma 9 there is
a directed path P1 ∈ EM SG(H) from Ti to Tj without two anti-dependency
edges. From Lemma 12 there is another directed path P2 ∈ EM SG(H) from
Tj to Ti also without two consecutive anti-dependency edges and the first and
last edges are dependences. Then, there is a directed cycle C = P1 P2 without
two consecutive anti-dependency edges and H is not valid, which contradicts
the initial assumption. The same happens if oi = ci and oj = sj .
If oi = si and oj = sj then, from Lemma 11 there is a directed path P1 ∈
EM SG(H) from Ti to Tj without two consecutive anti-dependency edges and
the last edge is a dependency edge. From the same Lemma, there is a similar
directed path P2 ∈ EM SG(H) from Tj to Ti . Since the last edge of every path
is a dependency, the directed cycle C = P1 P2 does not have two consecutive
anti-dependency edges and, hence, H is not valid which contradicts the initial
assumption.
If oi = ci and oj = cj then, from Lemma 11, there is a directed path P1 ∈
EM SG(H) from Ti to Tj without two anti-dependencies which starts with a
dependency and there is also another similar directed path P2 ∈ EM SG(H)
from Tj to Ti . Since the first edge of both paths is a dependency, the directed
cycle C = P1 P2 does no show two consecutive anti-dependency edges and H is
not valid, which contradicts the initial assumption.
Resuming, in any possible case, if H is valid then it fulfils the Snapshot Read
and Snapshot Write properties for any PL-SI’ transaction.
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A.3

Snapshot correctness in valid replicated histories

The Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties defined in Section A.2 can
be also used in replicated environments by just using RMSGs instead of DSGs
or EMSGs.
Definition 27 (Replicated Snapshot Read). Being Hr a replicated history representing an execution of a set of transactions T over a system composed by a
set of nodes N , Hr has the Replicated Snapshot Read property if a time-precedes
order <t is defined over Hr such that for every SI transaction Ti and any other
transaction Tj :
wr
(a) If Tj −→
Ti ∈ RM SG(Hr ) then cj <t si .
rw
(b) If Ti −→
Tj ∈ RM SG(Hr ) then si <t cj .

Definition 28 (Replicated Snapshot Write). Being Hr a replicated history representing an execution of a set of transactions T over a system composed by a
set of nodes N , Hr has the Replicated Snapshot Write property if a time-precedes
order <t is defined over Hr such that for every SI transaction Ti and any other
transaction Tj :
ww
(a) If Tj −→
Ti ∈ RM SG(Hr ) then cj <t si .
ww
(b) If Ti −→
Tj ∈ RM SG(Hr ) then ci <t cj .

Theorem 8 (Replicated Snapshot Correctness). Being Hr a valid replicated
history representing an execution of a set of transactions T over a system composed by a set of nodes N , a time-precedes order <t is defined over the set of
start and commit operations of Hr ’s committed transactions such that both fulfil
Replicated Snapshot Read and Replicated Snapshot Write properties.
Proof. Exactly the same methodology followed to prove Theorem 7 correctness
in the previous section can be also used here to prove that every valid replicated
history Hr correctly manages Snapshot Isolation. Furthermore, Theorem 2 also
proves that valid replicated histories are correct in the general case and a specific
proof for Snapshot Isolation is not necessary.
Actually, since Hr is valid, local histories are also valid and local time-precedes
orders fulfil Snapshot Read and Snapshot Write properties for PL-SI’ transactions. Since RM SG(Hr ) is just the combination of all local EM SG(Ha ) edges,
an edge considered in Replicated Snapshot Read and Write properties appears
also in one or another local EM SG. Then, <t must include all orderings fixed
by the local time-precedes orders. If oi <at oj is fixed in node Na , oi <t oj
must be also fixed in Hr . Replicated Snapshot Read and Write properties will
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be fulfilled only if a contradiction does not show up when fixings coming from
different nodes are mixed up in <t . It can be proved that if that happens then
a cycle forbidden by valid histories appears, which is a contradiction and proves
the theorem. The formal proof is not included here since it is very similar to
previous proofs. Informally, we prove that, if oi <t oj is fixed in Hr due to an
edge e and oj <t oi is also fixed due to a combination of edges in RM SG(Hr ),
this combination of edges is actually a directed path P such that, combined
with e, conforms a forbidden cycle. Assume oj <t oi is fixed due to a sequence
of fixed orderings oj <t o0 <t ... <t on <t oi such that ok <t ok+1 is locally
fixed in at least one node Nk . Every ok ∈ {sk , ck }. From Lemmas 9, 10, 11
and 12 there is a directed path Pk ∈ EM SG(H k ) from Tk to Tk+1 without two
consecutive anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction and this path
appears also in RM SG(Hr ). If ok = ck then the first edge of Pk is a dependency
edge. If ok+1 = sk then the last edge is also a dependency edge. Having that
in mind, the concatenation of all those paths in RM SG(Hr ) makes a directed
path P with the same properties. P combined with e makes a cycle without
two consecutive anti-dependency edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction. For example, if si <t cj due to e then e is an anti-dependency edge. Since cj <t si
due to P , P starts and ends with dependency edges and the combination with
e makes a forbidden cycle. If ci <t sj then e is a dependency edge then the
combination with P is forbidden anyway. The same happens if ci <t cj due to e
(notice that si <t sj cannot be directly fixed due to a Snapshot Read or Write
condition).

A.4

Global order of conflicting operations

The following lemma states that given any pair of conflicting operations oi , oj ,
if ∃Na for which oai < oaj ∈ H a then oi < oj ∈ Hr .
Lemma 13 (Global order of conflicting operations). Given a valid replicated
history Hr over a set of transactions T , for any two conflicting operations oi , oj
of committed transactions Ti , Tj ∈ T , oi < oj ∈ Hr ∨ oj < oi ∈ Hr .
Proof. Recall that oi < oj ∈ Hr if ∃Na for which oai < oaj ∈ H a but ∄Nb for
which obj < obi ∈ H b . If oi and oj meet only in one replica then their order in
Hr is determined by how are they ordered in that replica.
If both are executed in more than one node and both operations are writes, then
they are executed in all of them in the same order because otherwise there would
be a cycle in the RM SG. By absurd reduction, assume wia (xi ) < wja (xj ) ∈ H a
but wjb (xj ) < wib (xi ) ∈ H b . Write-dependencies are always obligatory edges,
ww
ww
so, Ti −→
Tj ∈ EM SG(H a ) and Tj −→
Ti ∈ EM SG(H b ). Since RM SG(Hr )
ww
a
is the union of all local EM SG, from H we obtain Ti −→
Tj ∈ RM SG(Hr )
ww
and from H b we obtain Tj −→ Ti ∈ RM SG(Hr ), which close the cycle and
RM SG(Hr ) is not valid, which contradicts the initial assumption.
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If one operation is a read, then it logically reads the same value in all replicas1 . If
the read operation is ri (xj ), by the history definition (see Definition 2) wia (xaj ) <
ria (xaj ) in any replica Na where that read is executed. Assume ri (xj ) and wk (xk )
both executed at Na and Nb . We prove by absurd reduction that they are
always ordered in the same direction. Thus, assume ria (xj ) < wka (xk ) ∈ Hra but
wkb (xk ) < rib (xj ) ∈ Hrb . Thus, wja (xj ) < ria (xj ) < wka (xak ) ∈ Hra but wkb (xk ) <
wjb (xj ) < rib (xbj ) ∈ Hrb . Then, there is a cycle in RM SG(Hr ) composed by two
dependency edges involving Ti and Tk but RM SG(Hr ) is supposed to be valid
which is a contradiction. Then, in any case both operations are executed in the
same order in all replicas.

A.5

Correctness proof of Theorem 2

Hereafter, we prove the correctness of Theorem 2; i.e. if Hr is valid (see Definition 21), then there is a valid and equivalent H. To this end, we firstly suggest a
methodology to extract a stand-alone history H from the RMSG of a replicated
history Hr . We then show that H is equivalent to Hr and fulfils the conditions
of Definition 16. Theorem 2 is therefore proven.
Definition 29 (Replicated Projection). Given a replicated history Hr representing the execution of a set of transactions T in set of nodes N , the replicated
projection P (Hr ) is a partially ordered set of the operations in T with a binary
relation <p where:
1. If operation o ∈ Hr then o ∈ P (Hr ).
2. ∀Ti ∈ T and ∀o1 , o2 ∈ Ti , if o1 < o2 ∈ Ti then o1 <p o2 ∈ P (Hr ).
3. ∀oi , oj ∈ Hr , if oi <r oj ∈ Hr then oi <p oj ∈ P (Hr ).
Notice that P (Hr ) might not order any pair of conflicting operations. For
example, given wi (xi ) and wj (xj ) two conflicting operations executed in Hr ,
if they have been executed in different order in two of the nodes in N then
wi (xi ) 6<r wj (xj ) and wj (xj ) 6<r wi (xi ). Recall that wi (xi ) <r wj (xj ) if ∃Na ∈
N such that wi (xi ) <a wj (xj ) and 6 ∃Nb ∈ N such that wj (xj ) <b wi (xi ).
Definition 30 (Complete projection). Given a replicated history Hr , its replicated projection P (Hr ) is complete if it is a history (i.e., it fits with Definition
2).
As we are going to prove now, if Hr is valid then P (Hr ) is complete, valid and
equivalent to Hr . Then, if Hr is valid then it is also correct.
1 If reads are executed in more than one replica we assume that the logical value read is the
one accepted by the client. Usually protocols fit with this either by taking a ROWA approach
or by using deterministic or consensus algorithms
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Lemma 14 (Valid replicated projection). If Hr is valid then P (Hr ) is complete.
Proof. Assume a valid replicated history Hr representing the execution of a set
of transactions T in a set of nodes N . P (Hr ) is complete if:
• For any transaction Ti
oi ∈ P (Hr ) if oi ∈ Hr .
nodes in N . Since Hr
executed at least in one
in T .

∈ T and any operation oi ∈ Ti , oi ∈ P (Hr ):
oi ∈ Hr if oi is executed at least in one of the
is a replicated history, all operations in T are
node. Hence, P (Hr ) also includes all operations

• For any transaction Ti ∈ T and any two operations o1 , o2 ∈ Ti , if o1 <
o2 ∈ Ti then o1 <p o2 ∈ P (Hr ). This is ensured by Definition 29 condition
2.
• If ri (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ) then wj (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ) and wj (xj ) <p ri (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ). If
ri (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ) then ri (xj ) ∈ Hr . Then, ri (xj ) has been executed at least
in one node. Since Hr is valid, all nodes local histories are also valid. For
all H a , if ri (xj ) ∈ H a then wj (xj ) ∈ H a and wj (xj ) < ri (xj ) ∈ H a . Since
both operations conflict, from Lemma 13 wj (xj ) < ri (xj ) ∈ Hr . From
Definition 29 condition 3, wj (xj ) <p ri (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ).
• For any two conflicting operations o1 , o2 ∈ P (Hr ), o1 <p o2 ∈ P (Hr ) or
o2 <p o1 ∈ P (Hr ). From Lemma 13, o1 < o2 ∈ Hr or o2 < o1 ∈ Hr . From
projection definition condition 3, o1 <p o2 ∈ P (Hr ) or o2 <p o1 ∈ P (Hr ).

Thus, if Hr is valid then P (Hr ) is complete. Now we prove that Hr and P (Hr )
are equivalent.
Lemma 15 (A replicated history and its replicated projection are equivalent).
Given a valid replicated history Hr and its replicated projection P (Hr ) constructed as shown in Def. 29, Hr and P (Hr ) are equivalent.
Proof. This can be proven by showing that all equivalence conditions are held.
C1: P (Hr ) and Hr execute the same set of transactions T and commit the
same subset Tc ∈ T : by construction of P (Hr ) (step 1), both execute
exactly the same operations, including commits.
C2: For any committed transaction Ti ∈ Tc , ri (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ) iff ri (xj ) ∈ Hr .
By definition, every operation executed in Hr appears also in P (Hr ).
Furthermore, a read executed in several nodes in a replicated system is
assumed to see the same values in all of them. Hence, the value read will
be always xj .
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C3: For every two transactions Ti , Tj ∈ Tc , wi (x) < wj (x) ∈ P (Hr ) iff wi (x) <
wj (x) ∈ Hr : from Lemma 13, if wi (xi ) < wj (xj ) in one node then wi (xi ) <
wj (xj ) ∈ Hr and, hence wi (xi ) <p wj (xj ) ∈ P (Hr ). Since Hr and P (Hr )
see the same operations, both also see the same states sequence.

Therefore, we have proved that given any valid Hr , its replicated projection
P (Hr ) is an equivalent stand-alone history. However, is P (Hr ) valid?
Lemma 16 (A replicated history projection is valid). Given a valid replicated
history Hr and its replicated projection P (Hr ) constructed as shown in Def. 29,
P (Hr ) is valid.
Proof. It is valid if the conditions (a) and (b) of Def. 16 are held:
(a) PL-2, PL-3 or PL-SI’ transactions do not read aborted or intermediate
values: that condition is trivially held since reads obtain the same value
in P (Hr ) and Hr which is supposed to be valid and, hence, reads never
obtain aborted or intermediate values.
(b) EM SG(P (Hr )) does not contain any directed cycle unless it contains two
adjacent edges sharing a PL-SI’ transaction: the form in which P (Hr )
is constructed ensures that it contains all Hr dependencies and hence,
EM SG(P (Hr )) has all RM SG(Hr ) edges. However, is it possible for
P (Hr ) to show dependencies not present in Hr ? The answer is no since H
and Hr are both over the same set of operations, Lemma 13 proves that
any pair of conflicting operations are ordered in Hr and Replicated Projection condition 4 (Definition 29) forces the same ordering in P (Hr ). Then,
EM SG(Hr ) and RM SG(Hr ) have the same vertices and edges. Since
RM SG(Hr ) does not show those cycles, neither appears in EM SG(P (Hr )).

Therefore, given any valid replicated history Hr , we have proven that it is
equivalent to its replicated projection P (Hr ) which is also a stand-alone valid
history. As a result, Hr is correct and Theorem 2 is proven.
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